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Preservolion Slrotegies for
Geoscience Liferolure:
New Technologies for on
Old Literolure

liso A. Wishord ond Lindo R. Musser

In this article u:e describe the compler nature and history of the literature of
the geosciences. We eaaluate preseraation technologies applicable to the for-
m"ats founil in the literature, such as ouersize, color, and folded maps and
plates. Technologies profiledinclude deacidification, encapsulation, storage
options, and farsimile creation including xerographic, photogrophic, film,
and digital reproduction. We present applications of the technologies and
discuss suggestionsfor ileoelopingpresentationprioritiesfortheliterature.

ILesearchers in the geosciences use a
wide variety of info;mation sources.
While many of these sources are tradi-
tional library materials such as journal
articles, books, and conference proceed-
ings, geoscientists rely heavily on maps,
technical reports, photographs, theses,
and dissertations. Consequently, geosci-
ence literature contains complex formats,
often combined in a single volume. The
frequent presence offoldid pages, plates,
oversize maps, and illustrations-many in
color- makes qeoscience materials diffi-
cult to pr".u*Z using traditional meth-
ods. An additional challenge is the value
and heavy use of older material in the
geosciences. The age of material used in
this field ls frequently older than in many
other fields of scientific research, with
materials more than one hundred years
old still routinely in use. The complexity

offormats found in the geosciences corre-
spond to the literature of other disci-
plines, such as art, architecture, and engi-
neering that also frequently use oversiie,
color illustrations (Commission on Pres-
ervation and Access 1992).

In addition to print resources, geo-
scientists also derive essential information
from materials such as geologic specimens,
drill cores, welllogs, and &gital data. North
American geoscientists, recogrizing the
value of these original specimens, have be-
grrn an initiative under the auspices ofthe
American Geological Institute to presewe
these materials through the National
Geoscience Data Repository (American
Geological Institute 1998). Similar iniua-
tives to preserve geologic specimens are un-
derway in other muntries as well.

Unfortunately, preservation of the tra-
ditional print records of geoscience

Llse A. Wlsseno (lawisha@sandia.gov) is senior technical information specialist, Technical L!
brary Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, and Ltxoe R. MussER (lrm4@psu.edu) is
head, Earth and Mineral Sciences Library Pennsylvania State University, University Park. Manu-
script received December 7, 1998; accepted for publication February 5, 1999.
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knowledee has not received the same at-
tention fiom the library community. In
the U.S., national libraries such as the Na-
tional Agricultural Library in agricultural
sciences and the National Library of
Medicine in the medical sciences have
taken the lead in preserving the literature
of severalscientificfields. The U.S. has no
national library devoted to the geo-
sciences, however, and the U.S. Geoloqi-
cal Survey Library, viewed by many as the
de facto national geosciences library, has
no established 

-preservation 
program

(Wishard 1999; Klimley 1984).
In this paper, we will look at the physi-

cal characteristics of geological Iiterature,
review past practices in preserving the
geological literature, and examine ad-
vances in preservation technologies that
are being applied to geoscience materials
today. We will also profile several preser-
vation projects in the geosciences and, fi-
nally, discuss the preservation initiatives
of the Geoscience Information SocieW.

DEVELoPMENT oF GEosctENcE
LITERATURE IN NoRTH AMERIcA

Prior to 1823, geological research in the
Americas appeared primarily in journal
articles and monographs. In 1823, the
first geological survey was conducted in
North Carolina. Over the next 77 vears.
nearly 40 states, territories, and provinces
followed suit so that. by the end of the
century the state and piovincial geologi-
cal survey had become a permanent part
of many local governments. The 1800s
saw increases in the amount ofqeoscience
publications-not only in serials but also
in the reports and volumes published by
geological surveys (Stoffer 1988; Hazen
1980; Meadows 1974). By the 1850s,
there were more than 50,000 pages pub-
lished in the geoscience literature, pri-
marily in serial publications (Menard
1971). During the next century however,
there was even greater growth in the
number of publications in the field, with
more than one million pages in print by
1950 (Menard 1971). Signiftcantly, the
majority of the publications published
during this period were geologic sun/eys,
which by the mid-nineteenth century out-

numbered serial publications (Menard
r97r).

The primary purpose that geologists
had in the early period was to promote
economic development through identiff-
cation of useful mineral deposits. Much
of their work remains relevant today and
is routinely used by practicing geologists
and engineers. Additionally, these early
publications contain information on the
growth and commerce of towns and cit-
ies, development of industries, details of
Native American life and of other resi-

gists, and others.
These early publications contain a va-

riety of formats-text, maps (both color
and black and white), photographs, and
color illustrations. Scott (1993, 83) stated
that geology was "one ofthe earliest sci-
ences to employ color to encode informa-
tion. Text cannot adequately describe, for
example, the detailed and often complex
subsurface relationships of stratigraphic
formations without complementary illus-
trations." Klimley (1984) considered the
heavily and variously illustrated geological
publications ofthe nineteenth and twenti-
eth century to be a worst-case scenario for
application of preservation techniques. In
addition. beween 1850 and 1950-the era
of highly acidic paper use-there was huge
growth in the number of geological sci-
ence publications. This is readily apparent
upon examination of many of these docu-
ments, which exhibit the telltale signs of
acidic paper-brittle, yellowing pages.
Thus we have the current situation, in
which early geosciences literature is in-
creasingly us6ful to a broad range ofusers
while the material itself is increasingly
fragile and difficult to presewe.

Iltstomc Gnoscrnucn LTTERATURE
PRnsrnvrttoN TEcHNreuEs

To date, traditional preservation tech-
niques have been applied to geoscience
literature with some success. For exam-
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ple, the collection of Sir William Logan,
first director of the Geological Survey of
Canada, received treatment on a volume-
by-volume basis using deacidification and
encapsulation in the collections of the
Geological Survey of Canada (Kamel
1998). In many libraries, deteriorating
materials have been rebound or placed in
storage boxes. In other cases, folded maps
have"been unfolded and stored flat in at-
tempts to reduce wear and breakage
along fold lines.

Micro{ilming has been used as a preser-
vation technique since the mid-1800s (Lu-
ther 1959), but difliculties related to use of
color and the ability to film oversize images
is still considered problematic for the
geosciences. Most geoscience publications
[hat have been mi*crofilmed t^o date harre
been captured in black and white, resulting
inthe loss ofthe full integrityof manyofthe
images. Examples of collections preserved
in this way include the UMI collection of
dissertations, theses, and miscellaneous
geoscience serials, the American Natural
History 1769-1865 microform set by Pri-
mary Source Media, and the Landmarks of
Science series by Newsbank. The lack of
color in this preservation process is ex-
tremely serious as most geologic maps use
color to differentiate geologic formations
from the underlying letaili of the base
map. Scott's (1993) evaluationof UCI-Age-
ology thesis and &ssertations found that
52Vo of the maps andplates evaluatedwere
in color and used color to encode informa-
tion. Additionally, in these collections,
oversize maps were generally microlilmed
in pieces so that only portions of the map
can be viewed at a time, thus obliterating
the overall characteristics or trends de]
picted inthe original piece (Klimley 1984).

The preservation efforts undertaken
thus far have affected onlv a tinv fraction
of the geological literatuie requiring at-
tention. Therefore. while there have been
notable efforts to date, the bulk ofpreser-
vation work of the geological literature
lies ahead.

CunnnNt PnnsnnvetroN STRATEGIEs

The advent of improved technologies for
color copying and new digitizing technol-

ogies provides methods for the reformat-
ting and replacement of color and large
size maps and illustrations. These, in con-
junction with well-established preserva-
tion technologies such as deacidification
and encapsulation, provide librarians
with a wide range of tools necessary to
preserve the geological literature. We will
describe each of these technologies in
reference to its use in preserving the geo-
loqical literature. First, we will describe
mEthods that focus on the preservation of
the original document. Then we will dis-
cuss methods that preserve the content of
the document.

Drectptrrc.tttox

Paper that is safely buffered and housed in
a proper environment can last hundreds of
years. The goal in deacidiftcation is to ab-
sorb or redice the aci&c levels in existing
paper publications to permit a longer shelf
life. The process halts further acid damage
but does not repair or improve the extant
condition ofthe item. Deacidilication does
not remove the acid from the paper, nor
does it strengthen brittle paper. In the pro-
cess, the acid in the paper is chemically
neutralized, which provides a chemical re-
serve that serves as a buffer for the paper Ii-
bers against future acid attacks. Deacidifi-
cation-can be a viable volume-by-volume
treatment alternative for geoscience mate-
rial.

Mass deacidification is the process by
which batches of volumes are treated in a
large treatment chamber. Several methods
have been developed. In one ofthe more
commonly used processes, volumes are im-
mersedin abath ofalkaline submicron mag-
nesium oxide particles for approximately 25
minutes. While in the bath. the volumes are
agitated to increase contact of the pages
with the maqnesium oxide. Volumes are
then dried in an evaporator chamber for sev-
eral hours (Domach 1997; Dalrymple 1997).
The use ofmass deacidification has notbeen
widely applied due to the perceived com-
plexity of treating the multiformat geologi-
cal literature.

In severalpilot applications to geologi-
cal collections, however, researchers sug-
gest that mass deacidiftcation is a viable
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preservation option for this literature.
Wick (1993) evaluated a 1992 mass
deacidification process applied to sepa-
rate maps, theses, and serial volumes with
folded maps from the Harvard Kummel
Geological Sciences Library collection
andiudged it to be satisfactory, with most
volumes being successfully treated. Wick
noted that thEre were some instances of
color shifting on photographic plates and
on folded maps within serial volumes, al-
though colored plates and flat maps (in-
cluding those that were hand colored) ex-
hibited no shifts in color and were judged
satisfactory. Gaydos (1998) found that
during a recent trial at Pennsylvania State
Universiw. deacidification was success-
fully applied to volumes of clay-coated pa-
per. Treated volumes were found to have
an acceptable level of alkaline reseryes. In
a test ofthe volumes, Preservation Tech-
nologies, L.P., found alkaline reserves of
L.9Vo, in comparison with reserves of
0.67o found on similarly treated books
from the Librarv ofCongress.

The mass deacidificat-ion process pro-
vides a tool by which collections can be
preserved in large quantities. Extra delib-
eration should still be applied, however,
when brittle volumes with folded and
photographic plates-items prevalent in
collections of geologic mafsdal-ars 5s-
lected for mass deaci&fication. It should
also be noted that acidic paper, even after
deacidification. will be weaker than
nonacidic paper and might require care-
ful handling or reinforcement, such as
binding or encapsulation.

ENcapsulerroN

Encapsulation is a commonly used tech-
nique to preserye sheet materials such as
maps and illustrations. The sheet is placed
between two pieces of polyester mylar.
The edges are then sealed with an ultra-
sonic weld or with acid-free, double-
sided tape. Gaps are left in the corners of
the seal so that the piece can breathe. The
static charge between the two sheets of
mylar keeps the piece stationary and will
actually hold together items that are in
multiple pieces. Caution should be used
when encapsulating hand-colored items,

however, because "particles ofcolor can
be removed by the electrostatic charge
which is created between the two sheets
of mylar" (Scott 1993, 84). Mylar is an in-
ert, inflammable material that has been

ease. Encapsulation is used to preserve
both acidic and acid-free print materials.
In some cases, for single-sided materials,
a buffered alkaline paper backing can be
inserted behind the piece in order to ab-
sorb some of the acid from the encapsu-
Iated item.

Encapsulation is one of the primary
methods recommended for preservation
of maps and oversize plates in their origi-
nal form. Maps and plates that have been
folded in a text block must be unfolded
prior to encapsulation. Once encapsu-
iated, maps shbuld not be folded oi re-
folded. Encapsulation is a very effective
method for preserving an original, though
it can limit the use of a piece. For in-
stance, once a map is encapsulated it
becomes quite cumbersome to take into
the field for active use-a common prac-
tice in the geosciences. In addition, en-
capsulation can also create problems
when encapsulated items are separated
from their explanatory and other accom-
panying materials.- 

Encapsulation has been used in many
collections. Allen (1990) describes the
NewYork Historic Map Preservation Pro-

encapsulated. Newman (1987; 1998) out-
lines how thesis and dissertation maps are
cleaned and encapsulated at the
DelaMare Library of the University of
Nevada, Reno. In an example ofencapsu-
lation and binding, staff at Pennsylvania
State University Libraries deacidified,
encapsulated, and post-bound 29 vol-
umei related to Pennsvlvania from the
Geologic Atlas of the United States
(Wishard 1999).
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ENvlnoNIr,tSNTAL AND Sronecn OptIoNs

The physical environment in which a
piece is stored can also affect its longevity.
Often out ofthe direct control offacilities
manaqers, and not seen as glamorous to
discui (Wick 1991), collecti6ns are often
imperiled by their very surroundings-by
leaking labi, temperature and tr"Imiaity
fluctuations, etc. In addition to protecting
against the physical climate ofcollections,
storage of items in acid-free housings
such as phase boxes and folders can help
to diminish the cumulative deterioration
of acidic paper. Certainly, properly sized
shelving and map cases are important to
ensure the longevity of materials. Archi-
val storage of less frequently used and
unique materials in a climate controlled
facilitycan also help to preserve material.

Fecsrulln CnBerroN

The creation of facsimiles is a time-
honored method for preserving the intel-
lectual content of puElications]Facsimile
production is necessary to maintain ac-
cess to information that might be stored
in an inaccessible original m-edium. Until
recent years, the priirary methods avail-
able foi facsimile ireation were black and
white photocopy reproductions or repro-
ductions from monochromatic film. Pho-

nologies-which preserve extant volumes
of varied mediums such as text, maps, and
images-allow researchers to work with
the full intellectual content of a piece as
well as see the context of the miterial in
its original format (Klimley 1984 and
1995; Gertz 1996).

Xenocnapurc nND PHorocRApHrc Fecsnrtlrs
Xerographic reproduction has been used
successfully for many years to create fac-
similes. Baird (1997) described Proiect
Brittle, an example of a cooperative eltort
to use preservation photocopy technology
to replace wom original material. The only
limitation of this technique has been the in-

ability to reproduce color. Colorphotocopy
technolory has advanced in recent years,
however, such that inexpensive reproduc-
tions of standard-sized color pieces can be
successfully produced that can allow the
possibility of piecing together oversize
items (Newman 1998; 1989).

Photographic facsimiles are extremely
effective for reproducing details and col-
ors of original documents, especially in
oversize images. This technique's primary
drawback is its expense. While a photo-
graphic negative can be created at a rea-
sonable cost, a print of an oversize image
can be quite expensive.

Fllu Facstulurs
Microfilm remains the primary archival
medium for text-based riaterials. Micro-
ftlm stored in ideal conditions can survive
for haH a millennium or more and would
still be accessible with only candlelight and
good eyesight, comparedio the shdrt use-
able life span ofonly 5 to 10 years for digi-
tally stored materials (Conway 1996).
However, producing high quality film im-
ages of oversize material stillposes difficul-
ties. If a large image can be captured in a
single frame, the ffne details such as roads,
place names, and legends are often unread-
able. Similarly, images sectioned onto sev-
eral frames are often deemed unusable
(Gertz 1996). The use of color in micro-
ftlming has, however, been successfully ad-
dressed (Klimley 1993; Newman 1989),
despite the fact that capturing oversize im-
ages on single frames still proves problem-
atic. Color microfflm technologr has been
successfully applied to color oversize im-
ages at Columbia University as part of the
New York State Bulletin proiect (Gertz
1997) and at the Hargett Library at the
University of Georgia (Henneberger
1994), where film images were used as a
transition me&um for creating digital cop-
ies of oversize images.

Drcnal F,rcsIuIles
Developments in digital reproduction
technologies have broadened facsimile
creation options. Today, digital cameras
and scanners allowthe full integrityofthe
geologic original, including color, to be
reproduced. The digital images can then
be printed with color printers, plotters,
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and photocopiers with nearly indiscern-
ible differences in color from the original.
In fact, the Commission on Preservition
and Access (1992, 12) stated that there
are "striking examples of visual material
that has been digitized and subsequently
reproduced in paper copy, sometimes
clearer and more legible than the original
document from w[ich the digital iopy
was made."

The ability to produce digital facsimi-
les has increased the options for preserv-
ing the oversize media prevalent in the
geological literature. These develop-
ments allow librarians to make preserva-
tion decisions based on the condition and
content of material ratherthan bythe lim-
itations of traditional preservation op-
tions (Gertz 1996). These new digital op-
tions are especiallv relevant in relation to
geologic maps and other oversize plates
that have used color to encode the com-
plex information that they depict.

Digital copies of materials can be
stored as bitmapped images on avariety of
magnetic and optical storage devices such
as diskette, tape, or CD-ROM. Contem-
porary color technologies are well suited
for reproducing geologic images on screen
as well as in print. Digital reproductions of
geologic images are viable at much lower
resolutions than in many other fields
(Gertz 1996: Commission on Preservation
and Access 1992) because there typically
only needs to be a discernible difference
in color rather than reproduction of the
ffne color details. Satisfictory results have
been achieved on pilot projects at Penn-
svlvania State Universiw and other institu-
tions (Allen 1998) usinq 24-bit true-color
matching at 300 dots pei inch (dpi) resolu-
tion as well as with 256 no-color matching
at the same resolution. Gertz (1996; 1997)
and Klimley (1993) examined the quality
of digital images of the Neus York State
Museum Bulletin and found acceptable
resolutions at less than 300 dpi for oversize
images. Allen (1998) proffGd additional
digital projects that suggest similar re-
sults, though he stated, "These efforts
. . . have as yet led to no consensus as to

whether it is really necessary to scan mas-
ter images at a higher resolution than 300
dpi in 24-bit color; and no agreed upon

minimum resolution for such archival im-
ages appears to be emerging."

Geological material has been digitally
reproduced with a variety of techniques
at different institutions. Heiser (1998) re-
ported on a project at Indiana University
in which earlv survev material for the
state was scanned andstored as text files.
Trombatore (1998) described a project in
which documents at the University of
Texas were scanned and stored as digital
images of the actual page. At Washinfton
University, a 1928 thesis was digitally re-
produced by rekeying the text and scan-
ning the images (Mcl-eod 1998). Digital
reproduction ofoversize images has been
explored at the Library of Congress
(Fitzpatrick 1997), the United States
Geological Survey (U.S. Geological Sur-
vey 1998), and the Virginia Board ofPub-
lic Works (Library of Virginia 1998),
among others.

Preserving material in a digital format
is an attractive option because the cap-
tured image can be made accessible to a
wider audience. However, the need of
geoscientists to be able to take the mate-
iial into the field can not be forgotten, so
mechanisms for delivery of hard copy re-
productions should be incorporated into
anyprogram to digitallypreserve geologic
material. In addition, the longevity issues
raised by Conway (1996) remain prob-
lematic, as does the repeated and system-
atic refreshinq (Commission on Preserva-
tion and Accels 1992) that this transitory
nature requires. The challenge of pre-
serving information in electronic format
cannot be overlooked. While digital tech-
nologies offer exciting new options for
preservation, they pose new challenges
for long-term retention and storage. Dis-
cussion of these challenges fall beyond
the scope ofthis paper, however, and are
covered well elsewhere in the literature
(Allen 1998; Conway 1996; Klimley 1995;
Rothenberg 1999).

Pnronrrrrs FoR PREsERvarron

Many of the projects profiled here are pi-
oneering in scope and focus and in the use
and development of new preservation
methods. This work raises awareness of
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the needs of preservation for the varied
formats of information found within the
geoscience field. In many of these pro-
jects, the accessibility and breadth of
preservation techniques available to col-
lection managers has also been demon-
strated

Such experiments in using these new
technologies bode well for the future
preservatlon of the geological literature.
Indeed, one of the primary challenges
facing geoscience librarians is not only to
become educated regarding these tech-
nologies but also ti rais"e awareness
among their colleagues and the producers
of the information that it is, at long last,
possible to preserve this literatureln all
if5 f2qs15-s6lor, oversize, plates, etc.

In order to facilitate this process, the
Preservation Committee of the Geo-
science Information Societv (GIS) (1997)
summarized the challengei of preserving
this literature and called for the develop-
ment of a systematic international initia-
tive to preserve the geoscience literature.

DeFelice (1990) surveyed 107 librari-
ans and found thatsl%o ofihe respondents
indicated a willingness to particfoate in a
cooperative preservation project. Wishard
(1999) surveyed librarians at 489 libraries
and found that less than half of the re-
spondents had active preservation pro-
grams, and even fewer had preservation
officers at their institutions. DeFelice
found that there was no overall consensus
on the question of the type of material
that would need or will need preservation
the most. ]ournals and folded maps were
ranked highest, followed closely bybooks,
flat maps, U.S. Geological Survey docu-
ments and theses, and thesis maps. Wick
(1991) found that more than 707o ofthe
respondents indicated some geographic
designation-such as regionally, by coun-
try or state-to define how they choose
candidates for preservation. Wishard
(1999) found that when respondents
were asked to identify geoscience litera-
ture most at risk and in need ofpreserva-
tion treatment, they ranked historic geo-
logic maps as the highest priority for
preservation treatment, followed by
pre-1900 material. When asked to iden-
iify a focus for a preservation plan, most

respondents indicated a preference for a
geographic emphasis

The continuing activities of the GIS
Preservation Committee include coordi-
nating preservation projects and acting as
a clearinghouse that documents projects
where geoscience literature has been pre-
served. In addition, the committee hopes
to continue to demonstrate capabilities
and raise awareness regarding the possi-
bilities of preservation technologies for
geoscience material.

CoNcLUsroN

Ultimately, however, the preservation of
the geological literature rests in the hands
of the many librarians around the world
working with this literature as well as those
producing the literature. Publishers need
to develop standards for future geoscience
publications to use preserva- tionally sound
material such as acid-free paper and digital
formats that can be easily migrated, and ap-
ply such basic principles as limiting the size
ofmaps and plates in theses and other pub-
lications (Newman 1998). Simllarly, librari-
ans need to develop priorities for-preserv-
ing the material in their geoscience
collections. Geoscience librarians need to
move beyond the volume-by-volume ap-
proach to preserving their collections and
realize that there are many viable and so-
phisticated means to preserve and consewe
the literature ofthe geosciences. Publishers
and librarians must work together to estab-
lish standards and priorities in order to en-
sure the suwival of the qeoscientiftc litera-
ture for future generati6ns.
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End-User Underslonding of
Subiect Heodings in Librory
Cotologs

Koren M. Drqbensfoll, Schelle Simcox, ond
Eileen G. Fenlon

ln this article, oe repoft on the first large-scale study of end-user under-
standingof subject headings. Our objectioes rDere to dptermine the ertent to
rahich chlldren and adubs understood subdioided subiea headi'ngs and to

end-us er understandi.ng of subj e ct he adings.

lLccording to Cutter (1904), the most
important subiect cataloging principle is

Headings (LCSH), the primary tool Ii-
brarians consult for subject cataloging,
has grown from a single volume listing a
few thousand subject headings to a
S-volume set listing about 200,000 subject
headings. In libraries throuqhout the
countrj, librarians have produced tens of
millions of unique cataloging records

consideration of the best interest of the
catalog user. He stated (6): "The conve-
nience of the public is always to be set be-
fore the ease ofthe cataloger."

In the 90 years since Cutter laid down
this rule, the Library of Congress Subiea
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bearing subject headings drawn from this

Goetz 1994). We addressed five research
questions:-1. 

To what extent do end users under-
stand subject headings?

2. Does end-user understanding vary
based on subject heading context?

3. Does end-user understanding vary
based on subject heading form?

4. Are there difierences inlevels ofun-
derstanding between two tyPes ofend
users (child'ren and adultsi and in lev-
els of understanding for the &fferent
forms or contexts ofsubject headings?

5. What changes should be made to
LCSH specifically and controlled vo-
cabularies generally to imProve
end-user unierstanding of sublect
headings?

Lltnnetunr RrvIEw

Tun Usnn euD UsAGE

Haykin (1951) established the principle
ofthe reader as a focus. He stated (7):

[T]he reader is the focus in all cataloging
principles and practice. All other consider-
ations, such as convenience and the desire
to arrange entries in some logical order, are
secondary to the basic rule that the head-
ing, in wording and structure, should be
that which the reader will seek in the cata-
log, if we know or can presume what the
reader will look under.
Chan (1986, 18) acknowledged that the

meaning of Haykins principle was
"self-evident, but how to make it opera-
tional is not. The problem is delineating
the user." Cutter and Hayhn took differ-
ent approaches to naming subjects in the

subiect within which the heading falls is in-
tenhed," In contrast to Cutteris straight-
forward approach, Haykin's,approach gave
the cataloger the freedom of naming sub-

iects in th6 catalog based on the audience
addressed by the iraterial itself.

Nrw Sun;rcr HneotNcs IN LCSH

The addition of new subiect headings to

LCSH is tl-re responsibility of an e&forial
group composed of Library of Congress
(LCi rtuff members from the Cataloging
Policyand Support Office andinterestedin-
temal observers. The editorial group re-
views proposals for changes to existing
h""di"ir, ir., "additions to, ilterations in, oi
deletiois of existing headings, heading/sub-
division combinatiSns, cros-s references, or

1995. 146).
Until very recently, proposals for new

headings und 
"h"ttgesio 

existing head-
ings erianated exclusively from catalog-
eri at LC. The Vocabulary Improvement
Proiect (Cochrane 1983) and an initiative
sponsored by the Subject Analysis Com-
mittee (SAC) Subcommittee on New
Subject Headings were pilot projects that
demonstrated to LC that librarians at in-
stitutions other than LC could ProPose
see references and new subject headingssee references and new subiect
usinq the same orocedures that lusing the same procedures that LC librar-
ians"followed. Todav, LC encourages li-ians"followed. Today, LC encourages li-
brarians to submit new subject headings
and See references bv followins the

(Library of Congress 1991,

and See references by following the
guidelines in the Subject Cataloging-Manual' 

Subiea Headings (SCM:SH)
llihrarv of Cjonsress 1991-. Hl80-203).
Despite such enlcouragement, very few
subllct heading ptopoilt emanate from

outiide LC (Cooperative Subject Cata-
loging Project 1991).
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In naming new subjects, LC catalogers
face a more difficult task than their prede-
cessors because ofthe diversitv ofiodav's
catalog users. The decision to'establish a
new subject heading must take into con-
sideration the best interest of users and
the usage ofthe class ofreaderforwhom
the material is intended, and must avoid
the use of terminology offensive to seg-
ments of the public."When Cutter pr6-
posed his principle ofthe best interest of
the user, he did not have a problem know-
ing users and usage because library users
were a homogeneous group (Miksa 1g83).
Although to&y's useipoprrl"tion is mucir
more diverse than the user population
was in Cutter's day, today's catalogers
have tools to aid in the naming of subjects
that their predecessors could not have
imagined. For example, catalogers can ex-
amine an online catalog's transaction log
to identify user queries ihat fail to retriev6
records; they can then determine
whether these queries should be repre-
sented in the controlled vocabulary as es-
tablished headings or See references. Or
catalogers can analyze catalog users' an-
swers to online questionnaires in which
users are asked questions about their in-
terests, overall obiectives, search re-
quests, and the use-fulness of search re-
sults. Before online systems, researchers
and library practitioners did not have an
accurate and systematic method of deter-
mining the subjects that users had diffi-
culty finding in library catalogs.

ENo-Usrn UNprnsreNorNc oF
Cereloc IrFonuettoN

Bates (1977) demonstrated that users
knowledgeable in a particular subject are
as successful retrieving citations from the
catalog as users withoit such knowledge.
Interestingly, Bates found that the most
successful users are those without subiect
expertise butwith knowledge ofthe struc-
ture and content of the catalog,

Missing from the published literature
on catalog use are studies of end-user un-
derstanding of subject headings. Re-
searchers riho 

"*"mine 
the subiit que-

ries that online catalog users enter into
catalogs provide us wiih an estimation of

Simcox, and Fenton

end-user understanding of catalog infor-
mation. These researc[ers have d".non-
strated that users were not verv successful
at matching their queries for iopical sub-
jects or geographic names with the cata-
log's controlled vocabulary (Drabenstott
and Vizine-Goetz 7994; Carlyle 1989),
and even less successful at matching sub-
ject queries for personal names and com-
binations of topical sublects and names
(Drabenstott and Vizine-Goetz 1994;
Lester 1989).

Lilly (195a) provides some insight into
end-user understanding of catalog infor-
mation. He supplied students with the ti-
tles and authors ofsix books and instructed
them to write down the subject headings
under which theywould expect to find each
book. The percentages ofcorrect student
responses ranged from 2Vo to 64Vo.

Iuperus FoR RESEARcH oN
Un ornsreNprNc S UBIECT HEADTNGS

Following the publication of the LC Sub-
ject Subdivisions Conference's recommen-
dations (Conway 1992), SAC established
and chaqged the Subcommittee on the Or-
der of LCSH Sub&visions to respond to
the ftrst of six recommendations of the LC
Subject Subdivisions Conference. In this
recommendation, it was suggested that the
order of sublect subdivisions be standard-
ized for the purpor" of simplifying sublect
cataloging: "Ifthe cataloger chooses to ap-
plysubdivisions, the subdivisions shouldal-
ways appear in the following order: topical,
geogaphic, chronological, form" (Conway
1992, 6). For three years, beginning with
Al,A's annual meetingin summer 1993, the
subcommittee engaged in a multi-faceted
study of the LCSH subject subdivisions
system to ensure an informed decision re-
garding the future of sublect subdivisions.
Franz et al. (1994) reported on a pilot test
of end-user understan&nq of subdivided
subject headings that wai conducted in
connection with the subcommittee's work.

Pilot test researchers concluded that
between 32Vo and 407o of end-user re-
sponses were correct meanings ofsubject
headings. There was little difference be-
tween meanings for subject headings in
the original 

"trd 
r""o-rn"nded ordeis of
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subdivisions. However, users were more
likely to ascribe a correct meaning to sub-
ject headings bearing few subdivisions
(less than three) and few words (less than
five). Although the findings of the pilot
study were interesting, the study had lim-
itations. First. it was difficult for the re-
searchers to determine the meaninqs of
subject headings because the catalo=gers
who assigned meanings to the subject
headings used in the study did not agree
with one another and the researchers did
not agree with the catalogers. Second, the
generalizability of pilot study findings
was suspect because researchers could
not select a random sample of library us-
ers for inclusion in the siudy due to iime
constraints.

We designed the large-scale study de-
scribed here to overcome the limitations
of the pilot test. In this study, we enlisted
an expert cataloger, with manyyears of ex-
perience in LC subject heading assign-
ment, to determine the meaning of sub-
ject headings. We recruited a large
number of respondents from public li-
braries to ensure that the study would not
be plagued by generalizability questions.
We adopted questions, format, proce-
dures, and instructions from the pilot
study and revised them based on pi-
lot-study experience.

DATA CoLLEcrroN PRocEDURES

We distributed self-administered ques-
tionnaires to children and adults at three
public libraries in southeastern lower
Michigan. The respondents provided de-
mographic information in the question-
naires, and they were asked to write down
the meaningof eightsubjecthea&ngs and
to rate the certainty of each meaning.

CoNsrnucrtNG SELF-ADMTNTSTERED

QUESTIoNNAIRES

We selected a total of 24 LC subject head-
ings for inclusion in the study from lists of
frequently occurring and randomly se-
lected subject headings from the OCLC
Online Computer Library Center, Inc.
Online Union Catalog (table 1). Team
members deliberatel"y chose subject

TABLE 1
Sugolvtono SUBIECT Hnrrorncs

IN THE STUDY

Subject Heading Set #l
I Basketball-United States-Records

2. Jews-Michigan-Detroit-History-
20th century

3. Locomotives-Germany-History
4. Music-500-1400-Philosophy and

aesthetics
5. ln&ans of North America-New

Mexico-Food
6. Spanish.drama-l8th century-History

and cnnclsm

7. Education-United States-Finance

8. Art, Modern-California-Los
Angeles- 20th century-Exhibitions

Subject Heading Set #2

9. Housing-United States-Law and
legislation

10. Handicapped-Washington (State)-
Seattle Metropolitan Area-
Transportation

I1. Jews-Germany-Berlin-Intellectual
life-Congresses

12. Organ music-I7th century-
Intirpretation (phrasing, dynamics, etc.)

13. World War, 1939-1945-Regimental
histories-japan

14. English poetry-Old English, ca.
450: 1 f 00- M'ode rni zed ve rsi ons

15. Music-Washington (D.C.)-History
and criticism

16. Art, Modern-2Oth century-
Germany-Berlin-Exhibitions

Subject Ileading Set #3

17, Cattle-United States-Marketing

I8. Combined sewers-Illinois-Chicago
Metropolitan Area-Overfl ows

I9. Art, Modern-20th century-Public
oPrmon

20. Music-Africa-History and
criticism-Bibliography

21. fews-Eglrpt-Politics and government

22. Music-Louisiana-New Orleans-
History and criticism

23. Education-California-Finance

24. English poetry-Middle English,
I 100- 1500-Criticism, Textual-
Congresses
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headings that were likely to change in
meaningwhen their subdivisions were re-
ordered according to the recommenda-
tion of the LC Subiect Subdivisions Con-
ference to determine whether end users
would in fact notice changes in meaning.

We constructed three separate sets of
questionnaires corresponding to three
sets ofeight subject headings (i.e., subject
headings 1-8, 9-16, and 17-24). Six differ-
ent questionnaires made up each set

Questionnaires within sets varied in terms
ofthe context in which subject headings
were presented (i.e., alone, in biblio-
graphic records, or in alphabetical brows-
ing lists), and in terms of the order of sub-
divisions (i.e., original or recommended
order) to minimize the order effect in data
collection. Followinq each of the eight
subject headings on luestionnaires wa"s a
request for respondents to rate the cer-
tainty of the meaning they assigned to the
subject heading on a scale from 1 (not at all
certain) to 7 (very certain).

RncnuruNc Curr,pnrru AND ADULTS

We recruited children and adults from
three public libraries in southeastern
lower Michigan-Flint Public Library
Bacon Memorial District Librarv. and
Livonia Pubhc Library. Flint Public Li-
brary has a professional staffof32 and a
collection of more than 500,000 items in-
cluding government documents, video
and audio tapes, microfilms, newspapers,
and magazines. The library serves an im-
me&ate population of 139,000 within the
city of Flint. Because it is the largest li-
brary across three counties, patrons come
from all over mid-Michigan and beyond.

Bacon Memorial District Library
serves 31,000 people in Wyandotte, soutir
of Detroit on the Detroit River in the
Downriver area. Downriver is made up of
eleven old, established working-class
towns, each with its own small [brary.
Most of the population works in manufac-
turing, mainly in the automobile and steel
industries. Wyandotte is a very stable
community where often several family
generations live close together. The li-
Srary has a professional .i"ff 

"f 
5 and a

collection of about 70.000 items. includ-

ing magazines, audio and video tapes, ref-
erence works on CD-ROM, and maps.

The T.rvonia Public Library has three
branches and a reading too- to serve
Livonia, the eighth-largest city in Michi-
gan with a population of 100,850. The li-
brary has a professional staff of 21 and a
collection of almost 250,000 items. In ad-
dition to two public school districts,
Livonia is home to Schoolcraft College
and Madonna University.

Data collection procedures were simi-
lar from llbrary to library. Interviewers
stood at the main entrance of the librarv.
introduced themselves to patrons who
entered the library, and asked them to
take part in the study. They told patrons
the name and purpose of the study, ex-
plained the voluntary nature ofparticipa-
tion, and told them that their complete
participation would take ten to fiiteen
minutes. If patrons declined, interview-
ers thanked them for stopping, and the
patrons continued on their way. Inter-
viewers supplied participating patrons
with an unmarked questionnaire, pencil,
and eraser, and seated them at a nearby
table, where the patrons completed the
questionnaires. When finished, partici-
pants placed the completed question-
naires in a box provided forthat purpose.

Recruiting children was not always as
straightforward a process as recruiting
adults. If interviewers were unsure
whether library patrons were eighteen
years old, the patrons were asked how old
they were and the patrons were told that
the same questionnaires were being
given to both to adults and children but
Ih^t i.tten iu*ers needed to keep track of
the number of each. If women entered
the library with small children in tow, in-
terviewers did not approach them to take
part in the study because accompanying
children could get bored, distracted, or
annoved. and cause their mothers to
leave questionnaires incomplete.

Children often needed help with
questionnaires. If children asked inter-
viewers what a word meant, the inter-
viewers would give them a simple defini-
tion. Interviewers found that it was
impossible for children under age ten to
complete questionnaires When inter-
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tions, interviewers told them to try to put sure that two experts with similar experi-

ings to the first, second, and third sets of sponses.
eight subject headings, respectively.

OsteINrNc ConnBcr MneNrNcs pon
Susotvrunl Sunyncr HEADINGs

Determining how to arrive at correct
meaninqs foithe subdivided subiect head-
ings usJd in the study was difficult be-
cause we knew that these meanings would
be used toludge all the meanings provided
by children and adults. We considered us-
ing a consensus ofresponses from profes-
sional librarians to determine the meaning
of subdivided subject headings. Howevef
results from the pilot test ofsubject head-
ing understanding demonstrated that pro-
fessional librarians-both reference and
technical sewices librarians-did not
agree on the meaning of subdivided sub-
ject headings (Franz et al. 1994).

After considerable deliberation, we
enlisted a single subject-cataloging expert
with manyyears of experience in LC sub-
ject heading assignment. We consulted a
subject-cataloging expert at the Univer-
sity of Michigan who had more than
twenty-ffve years of experience in LC
subject heading practice and many years
of service on professional committees in
the area of subject access. Not only was
the expert familiar with our objectives,
she had read the proposal to the organiza-
tion that funded the study and knew that
she would be reviewing subject headings
that were not "correct" in terms of the or-

ANALYZTNG CorLrcrno Dere

CernconIzING UsER-ASSIGNED
MneurNcs

Three research team members examined
user-assigned meanings from completed
questionnaires and placed them into cor-
rect and incorrect meaning categories
and subcategories. Coders first read the
expert-supplied meaning and paid close
attention to its syntax, language, and

or word choice, syntax, and meaning.
They determined whether meanings were
"correct" or "incorrect." They then as-
signed one to two codes to indicate the na-
ture of"correctness" or "incorrectness" of
the user-assigned meaning. Details on
"correct" and "incorrect" subcategories
follow.

CoRREcr SUBcATEGoBIES
There were two correct subcategories
that coders assigned to correct meanings
only: (1) used same language as experti
meaning, and (2) used language that was
different from expert's language.

Same Languaga. If the comparison be-
tween the expert-supplied meaning and
the user-assigned meaning revealed no
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differences in word choice, syntax, or
meaning, coders assigned the user's
meaning to the "Same Language" subcat-
egory. An example was the expert-
supplied meaning "history of locomotives
in Germany" and user-assigned meaning
"a history of locomotives in Germany" for
the subdivided, reordered subject head-
ing "Locomotives-History-Germany."

The coder assigned the "Same Language"
subcategory because the user's meaning
matched the language of the expert's
meaning letter-for-letter except for the
initial article.

Different Language. If coders deter-
mined that the comparison between the
expert-supplied meining and the user-
assigned meaning revealed that the re-
spondent used different language to cap-
ture the same meaning as the expert-
supplied meaning, coders assigned the
"Different Language" subcategory. An
example was the user-assigned meaning
"records (statistics) for U.-S. basketbalF
for the subject heading "Basketball-
United States-Records." The exDert-
supplied meaning for this subject hefoing
was "records of U.S. basketball."

CoRREcr oR INconngct SuBcetEcoRIEs
There were four subcategories that cod-
ers assigned to correct or incorrect mean-
ings: (1) read in one concept, (2) read in
more than one concept, (3) used different
slmtax, and (4) combinations of two cor-
rect or two incorrect subcategories.
Sometimes the read-in concepts did not
affect the meaning of respondent-
assigned meanings to the extent that they
were incorrect compared to expert-
supplied meanings and at other times the
read-in concepts resulted in incorrect
meanrngs.

Read in, One C oncept. Coders assigned
the subcategory "Read in One Concept"
when their comparison of tte
user-assigned and expert-supplied mean-
ings revealed that the end user added a

nancial aspects of U.S. education" for the
subject heading in original order "Educa-
tion-United States-Finance." The ex-
pert-supplied meaning was "finance of
U.S. education." The coder assiqned the
code "Read in One Concept (Correct)"
because the user's meaning matched the
expert-supplied meaning even though
the former contained the concept "finan-

cial aspects" that was different from "fi-
nance" in the latter.

Here is an example of a meaning that
the coder determined was incorrect for
the "Read in One Concept" subcategory.
The expert-supplied meaning was "trani-

portation ofthe handicapped in the Seat-
tle (Washington) metropolitan area" for
the subject heading "Handicapped-
Washington (State)-Seattle Metropoli-
tan Area-Transportation." The coder as-
signed the "Read in One Concept (Incor-
rect)" subcategory to the end user's
meaninq because the user added the con-
cept "public transportation. "

Read in More Than One Concept.
Coders assigned the subcategory "Read
in More Than One Concept" when their
comparison ofthe user-assigned and ex-
pert-supplied meanings revealed that the
user added more than one concept (i.e.,
words or phrases). Coders qualified this
subcategory to indicate whether the
user's addition of concepts resulted in a
correct or incorrect meaning for the sub-
divided subject heading, An-example of a
user's correct meaning in this category
was "food used (eaten, cooked, etc.) ofIn-
dians in New Mexico" for the subiect
heading "Indians of North America-
New MexiceFood." The expert-sup-
plied meaningwas "food of the Indians of
New Mexico." The user's addition of
more than one concept-"used," "eaten,"
and "cooked"-made this meaning ap-
propriate for assignment to the "Read in
More Than One Concept (Correct)" sub-
category.

An incorrect example inthis subcategory
follows. The erpert-supplied meaning for
the reordered subject heading "Cattle-
Marketing-United States" was "marketing

of cattle in the U.S." An end user qave th6
meaning "current or historical cases and
techniques for marketing cattle and or beef
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products" to which the coder assigned
"Read in More Than One Concept (Incor-
rect)" because the user's meaning was se-
mantically different from the expert's mean-
ing and included more than one concept
(i.e., "current or historical cases," "tech-
niques," and "beef products").

Dffirent Syntax. Coders assigned the
"Different Syntax" subcategory when
their comparison of the expert-supplied
meaning and the respondent-assigned
meaning revealed that the respondent
used the same language but different syr-
tax to capture the same meaning as the ex-
pert-supplied meaning. Coders qualified
this subcategory to indicate whether the
s;mtax made the meaning correct or in-
correct. An example of a correct meaning
with different iyntax was the userl
assigned meaning'Washington (D.C.)
music-history and criticism" for the
subject heading with subdivisions in rec-
ommended order "Music-History and
criticism-Washington (D.C.)." The ex-
pert-supplied meaning for this subject
heading was "history and criticism of
Washington (D.C.) music."

Most of the time, different syntax
meant an incorrect meaning. An example
was the user-assigned meaning "history in
Germany of locomotives" given to the
subdivided subject heading in original or-
der "Locomotives-Germanv-Historv."
The expert-supplied meaning was "his-
tory of locomotives in Germany." In this
case, the difference in syntax changed the
meanrng.

Combinations. At times, coders found
it impossible to assign only one subcate-
gory to correct or incorrect meanings be-
cause more than one situation occurred.
For example, the coder assigned "Left
Out One Concept (Incorrect)" and "Read
in More Than One Concept (Incorrect)"
to the user-assigned meaning "a history of

Jewish immigrants in Detroit where the
majority came from church, work, social
problems, and how they are resolving
them" for the subject heading "fews-

M ichigan-D etroit-History-2Oth cen-
turv." In this case. the user left out the
"2dth century'' element and read in con-
cepts such as "immigrants," "church," and
"social oroblems."

Iuconnrct Suncarocoruos
There were three subcategories that cod-
ers assigned to incorrect meanings onlv:
(1) left out one concept, (2) left out more

meaning. For example, the exPert-
supplied meaning for the sub ject heading
"Fiousing-Unit6d States-Law and leg-
islation" was "law and legislation ofhous-
ing in the U.S." Coders assigned the "Left

Oit One Concept" subcategory to the
user-assigned meaning "laws on housing
in the U.5." because th-e "lesislation" conl
cept was omitted and thJomission re-
sulted in an incorrect meaning.

Left Out More Than Onb Concept.
Coders assigned the "Left Out More
Than One eoncept" subcategory when
their comparison o?the user-asiigned and
expert-supplied meanings reveiled that
the user had omitted more than one con-

Modern-California-Los Angeles-
20th century-Exhibitions." Here are
several respondent-assigned meanings
missing more than one concePt:
e California 20th century
o Art different places
o The new art
. Art in California in the 20th century

No Response. When respondents
failed to assign meanings to question-
naires and left the response blank, the
coder considered this a null response and
coded it as "No Response." Sometimes,
users wrote messages telling us about
their difficulties. For example, the ex-
pert-supplied meaning for the reordered
iublect headlng "Engiish Poetry- Mod-
ernized Versi-ons--Old English, ca.
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TABLE 2
Sue.ne or AnULT PATRoNS BY AcE

Livonia
(n=46)

Vo

Total
(n=140)

qa

Wyandotte
(n=a8)

%

Flint
(n=ao)

Va

18-20
2rio
3l-40

4l-50

5l-60

61 and older
Total

17

13

22

30

I

9

I00

10
l9
29
29
I

4

100

7

4

I D

20
22
32

100

12
t2
22
26
13
I D

r00

450-1100" was "modernized versions of
old English (ca. 450-1100) poetry." The
respondent wrote down "basically noth-
ing, since I don't know what 'modernized

versions' means." Such a meaning was
only appropriate for the "No Response"
category because the respondent told us
whyhe or she could not supply a meaning.

Cneructnnrsrrcs oF PlntrcrperrNc
Cnrr,onnN AND ADULTS

We met our goal of recruiting 48 children
and 48 adults at each ofthe three partici-
pating libraries. A total of 144 children and
144 adults took part in the study. Overall,
about two-thirds of library patrons who
completed questionnaires were female and
one-third were male. At Livonia. almost
807o of participating library patrons were
female. The largest percentage of partici-

pating males came from Wyandotte, where
477o of respondents were male.

Table 2 shows ages reported by adult
library patrons. (The total number of
adults does not amount to 144 in table 2
because some respondents failed to an-
swer the question about age.)

At Flint and Wyandotte, more than
half of adults were 18 to 40 years old. At
Livonia, only 26Vo were in this age range.
More than half of Livonia's library pa-
trons were over 50. At Flint and
Wyandotte, only l87o and L3Vo of adults
were in this age range, respectively.

Table 3 shows children's ages. (The total
numberofchildren does not amountto 144
in table 3 because some respondents failed
to answer the question about their age.)

The largest percentages of young chil-
dren came from Flint, where a little more
than a third ofchildren were 12 years old or

TABLE 3
Snenn or JUvENTLE PATRoNS BY AcE

Flint
(n=47)

Vo

Wymdotte
(n =48)

Vo

Livonia
(n=48)

Va

Total
(n=143)

%

I I and younger

t2
t 3
T4
I D

I O

17
Total

l5

2T

l5

L2

I

l 9

I

100

13

4

23

4

8

2I
Z I

100

t)

l 5

19

8

27

l0

15

100

11

13

19

8
I D

17

T7

100



younger. At Wyandotte and livonta, lTVo
and 27Vo, respectively, of children were L2
years old or younger. About half of
Wyandotte children were 16 or 17 years old.
Overall, all but one age category (14 years
old) registered double-&git percentages.

Overall, one-third of adult library pa-
trons reported that they had attended but
not graduated from colleqe. A little over
half-(S2%) of participating adults were
college graduates. Small percentages (l7o
andl4%o) of adults had completed only ju-
nior and senior high school, respectively.
The largest percentage (67%) of adult li-
brary patrons who had a college degree
came from Livonia.

Only SVo of children in the study had
graduated from high school or had had
iome college. A large percentage ofchil-
dren (387r) had completed elementary
school and a larger percentaqe ofchildren
(57 Vo) had"o*!l"t"d l,rnioi high school.

Questionnaires allowed library pa-
trons to write down a word or phrase that
described their profession. About 167o of
adults failed to write down such a word or
phrase. We consolidated professions into
i2 broad categories. Categories that de-
scribed 4Vo or-more of the adults partici-

pating in the study were:
o Students (437a)
o Retired (7Vo)
o Education (77o)
. Homemakers (1Vo)
o Science, technology, and computer

fields (4Eo)
r Tradespersons, e.g., autoworkers,

electricians, maintenance workers,
cooks (4Vo\
At all thee libraries, patrons visited the

library on a weekly or monthly basis. A
breakdown of these percentages for chil-
dren and for adults shows the same pattem
of wdekly or monthly library use.

We intended our analysis of demo-
graphic information about study partici-
pants to be descriptive of the people who
took part in the study. Both we and the ad-
miniitrators of participating libraries
were sensitive about analyses that com-
pared particular subpopulations of a li-
brary's clientele and subject heading un-
derstanding because we could not
promise thit changes to the subject sub-
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division system could be made that would
increase understanding by ^ particular
subpopulation. Conseq"uently, we limited
the data analvses in this study to a com-
oarison of subiect headinq un derstanding
Letween chiliren and adults generallyl
and did not extend to other factors such as
respondents' ethnic background, gender,
socio-economic status, etc.

A Srerrsrrcg- ANALYSTS
OF USERS'MNENTNCS

Connncr aNp IruconRncr MseNtNcs

Fizure I shows overall percentages of
coirect and incorrect meanings foi chil-
dren and adults. Percentaqes of correct
meanings were quite different for the two
respondint typei. Childt"tt provided cor-
,"ci me^ninqi for Slvo o[ the test head-
ings, while adults provided correct mean-
inis for 397o ofth-e headings.

"To 
"ornp"r" 

the performance of chil-
dren and adults in terms of assigning cor-
rect meanings to subject headings, we
submitted collected data to a four-way
analvsis of variance (ANOVA) with Li-
brary, Type ofRespondent, and Context as
between-subject factors and with Subdivi-
sion Order as a within-subiect factor' Ta-
ble 4 summarizes the result of the analysis
for main effects. The upper limit for mean
correct meanings wasZ because individ-
ual respondenti gave meanings to four
subject headings in original order and to

I correa I lncorrea

Figure l. Percent Correct and Incorrect
Meanings.
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TABLE 4
REsuLrs op Foun-way ANOVA FoR CoRREcr MreNrNcs

Results for Type of Respondent

Children

Adults

Mean = 1.24

Mean = 1.57

Standard deviation = 1.18

Standard deviation = l.13

H6: Type of Respondent effect - F1r, zzoy = 10.36 - Significance = .001"

Results for Library

Flint

Wyandotte

Livonia

H6; Library effect - F12.279y =

Mean = 1.69

Mean = 0.95

Mean = 1.57

19.82 - Significance = .000o

Standard deviation = l ls

Standard deviation = 1.06

Standard deviation = 1.13

Results for Context

Alone

Bibliographic record

Alphabetical list

Ho: No Context effect - Fp,ztol =

Mean = I 43

Mean = 7.27

Mean = 1.51

I.90 - Significance = .152

Standard deviation = 1.18

Standard deviation = 1.17

Standard deviation = 1.12

Results for Subdivision Order

Original order

Recommended order

Mean = 1.45

Mean = 1.36

Standard deviation = I 19

Standard deviation = 1.13

Ho: No Subdivision Order effect - F(r. zzo) = 1.43 - Significance = .234

"Significant at the .05 level

four subject headings in the recom-
mended order of subdivisions per ques-
tionnaire.

There were signilicant results for two
factors: Type of Respondent and Library.
There were no other main effects or inter-
actions that were significant at the .05
level. With respect io Type of Respon-
dent. the mean's for chiliien and adults
varied by athird ofapoint. Adults there-
fore performed significantly better than
children in terms of assigning correct
meanings to subdivided sub;ect headings.

With respect to Library the means for
assigning correct meanings for respon-
denls at Flint and Livonia ivere aboui the
same; however, the mean for Wyandotte
respondents was about two-thirds of a
point lower than the means for respon-
dents at the other locations. Because re-
spondents at the three participating li-
braries examined different sets ofsubiect
headings, it was impossible to attribute
the effJct to the diffirent libraries or the
different subject headings enumerated
on questionnaires. Thus, no conclusions

could be drawn about the signiftcant
effect because of confoundinq factors.

We found no significant effEct for Con-
text. Means for t[e three contexts were
slightly different-respondents did best
when they assigned meanings to subject
headings in alphabetical browsing lists and
they did worst when they assigned mean-
ings to subject headings in bibliographic
records, but there was a difference of
hardly one-quarter ofa point between the
means. We concluded from this analysis
that Context had no effect on respondents'
ability to assign correct meanings.

We found no significant effect for Sub-
division Order. Less than a tenth of a point
separated mean correct meanings for sub-
ject headings in the original order and for
subject headings in the recommended or-
der. Thus, children and adults performed
about as well in terms of assigning correct
meanings whether they examined sublect
hea&ngs in the original order or in the rec-
ommended order of subdivisions. This sur-
prised us. The impetus for this research
was a recommendation to standardize the
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Figure 2. Percentages of Correct Meaning Subcategories by Age.

order of subdivisions. Some members of
the ALA subcommittee studying the prob-
lem of subdivision order felt that standard-

su\ect subdivisions diil not hav-e a negative
impact on library users and their under-
sta^nding of subject headings.

A Ferr,unr ANnr,vsrs or
ENp Usrns'MnlNrNcs

This failure analysis of end users' mean-
ings features the specific reason or rea-
sons why end users'meanings were cor-
rect or incorrect using the subcategories
intowhich team members assigned users'
meanrngs.

Connncr MEeNINc SuscerEconlss

Figure 2 shows that the pattems of percent-
agEs ofcorrect subcatelories for cltldren's
and adul*'meanings were rather different.
Chil&ent correct meanings usually were
exact representations ofthe experti mean-
ings or used different syntax. Clrildren used
different language but syntax and exact
matches -"r"".6." hkety. Children rarely

history of locomotives in GermanY
r Cattle-United States-Marketing/

marketing of cattle in the United
States

o Tews-Egypt-Politics and govern-
i"ent Z pJiiii"s and governmint of

Iews in EgYPt
iMeanings-aisigned to the "Different

Language (Correct)" subcategory ac-
..rnn't"d for 2l%o of children's correct

and 25Vo of adults' correct meanings.
Table 6 gives. examples of library users'

meanings in this subcategory'
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TABLE 5
Connncr MeerutNcs IN THE "DTFFERENT Lerucuecr" SuBCATEGoRy

Subject Headings Expert's Meanine Librarv Users' Meaninqs

#1: Basketball-
Records-United
States

Records of U.S. basketball United States basketball teams,
Records of basketball in scores, and other game stuff
repositories in the U.S. Basketball statistics in the U.S

#2: Jews-History-
Michigan-
Detroit-20th
century

Historv of 20th centurv
Detrbit (Mich.) Jewi

#17: Cattle-United
States-Marketing

Marketing ofcattle in The selling of cattle in the U.S.

Information on marketing of
cattle in the U.S. 

-

How cattle are marketed
in the U.S.

pert assigned the meaning "modernized
versions ofold English (ca. 450-1100) po-
etry" are:
. English poetry translated to modem

version from old English, ca. 450-1100
o Modern English versions of English

poetry written between 450-1100
. English poetry between 450-1100

ca. that has been updated so that [it]
is readily understandable to the aver-
age loe
The ffrst two meanings read in the

"translated" and "written; elements and

the last meaning read in the story about
the "average Joe." These read-in ele-
ments did not make the meanings incor-
rect but they did clarify the rnr^iing.

Iuconnecr MEANING Suscernconrss

Figure 3 shows percentages of incorrect
subcategories for library users' m€anings.
In this instance, patterns for chlldren aid
adults were not t-hat much different. Per-
centages were highest for "Different S;ar-
tax" but there were also high percentages
of inmrrect meanings for leaving out one
or more concepts and reading in one con-
cept. There were small percentages for
reading in more than one csncept, combi-
nations, and no responses.

TABLE 6
Connncr MseNrNcs rN THE "Dlrr.rnnNr SyNTAx" SuscATscony

Subject Headings Expert,s Meaning Library Users' Meanings

#1: Basketball-
United States-
Records

Records of U S. basketball U.S. basketball records

The basketball records
of  the U.S.

Basketball records in the U.S.

#4: Music-
Philosophy and
aesthetics-
500-r400

Philosophy and aesthetics
of mrisil for the time

period 500-1400

#7: Education-United
States-Finance

Finance of education in
the U.S.

U.S. finances education

Education finance in the U.S.
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Dift.
Syntax

Left out
1

Left out Read in Read in
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Figure 3. Percentages oflncorrect Meaning Subcategories by Age'

For example, children's meanings were
characterized by a high percentage (43Vo)

of "Left Out More Than One ConcePt"

dren and adults experienced.

SYNTAX PRoBLEMS

heading. For example, the expert supplied
the meaning "public opinion of 2fth cen-
tury moderi irt" to th" sublect hea&ng
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"Dr.pnRnrur t"*tffdfJrl*""tt" MEANTNGS
Subiect Headings Expert's Meanings Library Users, Meanrnss

Spanish drama-History History and criticism l8th centurv historv and

"id 
criti"irm-l8th cer*ury of lSth.ce-ntury criticism for Spanish'drama

sPanish drama 

"H**Tiy"*',:n*i"
Spanish drama-l8th
century-History and
criticism

lSth century history
and criticism of 

'

Spanish drama

History and criticism of 18th
century Spanish drama

I8th century Spanish drama, a
history indcriticism of

Art, Modern-2oth Exhibitions of 20th Modern art exhibitions of 20th
century-Califomis-165 century modern qt.flom century in Los Angeles, Calif.
Angeles-Exhibitions Los Angeles. Calif. 20th century Los Angeles,

Calif.. exhibitions in motrern art

Modern art in the 20tb century
in Los Angeles

Art. Modern-2Oth
century-California-Los
Angeles-Exhibitions

Exhibitions of 20th
century Los Angeles
(Calif.) moderi art

Exhibitions of modern art in
Los Angeles during the 20th

century

20th century exhibitions in
Los Angel6s, Calif., about

irodern art

Art, Modern-Public
opinion-20th century

20th century public
oprnron ot modern art

Public opinion of 20th century
modern art

Public opinion about 20th
century (modern) art

What the public thinks about
20th ceiturv modern art

How the general public feels
about moilern art in the 20th

century

Art, Modern-20th
century-Public opinion

Public opiniol of 20th
century modern art

20th century public opinion
ol modern art

problems that gave entirely new mean-
ings to this subject heading were:
r U.S. education in finance
. Finance education in the U.S.
. U.S. finance education
o Education and finance in the U.S.

Lpavrlc Our CoNcEprs
Incorrect mearfngs for 'Leaving 

Out One
Concept" were more Wpical of adults than
children. Children ^lt"i"R out concepts but
theywere more likelytoleave outtwo ormore
mncepS. Table 8 features the manymeanings
assigred to four subject headings that weie
missing more than one concrpt. Most of the
examples in table 8 came from children.

Users consistently missed the "com-
bined" element in the "Combined sew-
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TABLE 8
INconnrct MreNtNcs IN THE "LSFT Our Monn TueN

ONn CoNcsPt" SuscetEconY

Subiect Headines Expurt's

Housing-United
States-Law and
Iegislation

Law and legislation of
U.S. h-ousing

Types of housing

Congress

Housing in the U'S.

Government

The laws for a house
(rental or own)

Law and Iegislation

World War, 1939-1945-
Regimental histories-

Japan

fapanese regimental
hislories of World War

(1939-I945)

Regimental histories of World
W'ar (1939-1945) located in

Japan

WWll---concerning |aPan
Boundaries war related

History of military

Things that went on in \\4VII

Wars

The war against JaPan

Japan and the world wars

Music-Washington
(D.C.)-History and
criticism

History and criticism of
Washington (D.C.) music

Music reflecting history

Music peculiar to
Washirigton, D.C.

Congress

History of music

Combined sewers-
lllinois-Chicago
Metropolitan Area-
Overflows

Overflows of combined
sewers in the Chicago
(Ill.) metropolitan aiea

Where there is a "problem" with
overflow oflsewers

Information on the sewers of
Chicago, Ill.

Sewer flow in Chicago

The unique sewer problems of
tlie Chicasd area

subject heading in table 8.

READTNc IN Coucgprs

errors or to leave out one or more con-
cePts.

in examples of meanings that contained

read-in ioncepts in addition to elements
present in the experts meaning "Basket-

Lall records in th; U.S." Examples of us-

ers' meanings were:
o The records of the basketball players

in the U.S.
. Athletic record holders in basketball
r I would find facts relating to basketball

records made or broken in the U.S.
. NBA player and team statistics
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TABLE 9
Sun;ecr HnnDTNGS AND BLANK RrspoNsns

Subiect Heading No Response (7o) No. ofMeaninqs

#4: Music-Philosophy and aesthetics-500-1400

#24: English poetry-Middle English,
I 100- 1S00-Criticism, Textual*Congresses

#21: Jews-Egypt-Politics and government

#I I: f ews-Germany-Berlin-Intellectual
life-Congresses

#23: Education-California-Finance

#15: Music-Washington (D.C.)-History and
criticism

#22: Music-Louisiana-New Orleans-History and
criticism

JD

22

l3

t2

l 1

1 I

l0

I

o

I

z

2

2

The read-in concepts in these
user-assigned meanings probably reflected
users' own personal knowledge of and ex-
perience with this subiect. Some read-in
concepts might have also been inspired by
the biibliogri'phic record's title @^kefuail
Statistics: Top Players andTeamsby Garne,
Season, a:nd Career) because the users

. Making money-dealing in cattle/
U . S .

r How to market cattle profitablv in
U.S. by knowing cattle cycles 

'

the last two titles above &d not see the
subiect heading in a bibliographic record.
Thriy could haie added th"e phrases "law
and legislation" and 'USDA" based on
their own experiences and knowledge.

No REspoNsE
We categorized more thanIOVo of the re-
sponses for seven subject headings into

the "no response" subcategory. Because
we had about 50 meanings per subiect
heading from children anil 50 meanings
per subject heading from adults, this
meant that live children or adults failed to
provide meanings for these sublect head-
ings. These seven subject headings are
listed in table g along with the peicent-
ages of"no ."rponrus""nd the number of
meanings for the six representations of
the subject heading.

Most percentages were around 12Vo,
but there were two percentages that ac-
counted for much more. Two of the seven
subject headings featured only one mean-
ing while another two featured as many as
three meanings.

We looked at the otherincorrect mean-
ings users assigned to the subject headings
in table 9. Respondents were also likely io
assign to these subject headings incoriect
meanings that either left out or read in one

o Religion
r About different kinds ofpeople
o A Jew's life
r About Germany
r How ]ewish people live their life

Read-in concepts for these headings
were typical of the incorrect meanings us-
ers gave to the subject heading "Educa-
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tion-California-Finance." Some of

get." Examples of incorrect meanings
with read-in concepts were:
o Cost of education in California
r California school budget
e How much they waste money on ed-

ucation in California
r How to finance your education in

California
r Education on young kids and teens

(in California)

CsnrarNTY oF CoRREcT MneNrNcs

rect meanings. Their average certainty
score for correct meanings was higher
than their average certainty score for in-
correct meanings and a little less than one
point separated the two scores. Figure 4
iho*. 

"t "r"ge 
certainty scores that chil-

dren gave to correct and incorrect mean-
ings of subject headings for each of the
thiee sets ofsubject headings. Children's
certainty scores for correct meanings
were always higher than their certainty
scores for incoirect meanings. The dif-
ference between cedainty scores for cor-

headings mirrored the general trend that
certainty scores for correct meanings
were greater than such scores for incor-
rect meanings. This was not true across
the board for certain contexts and orders
of subdivisions, as percentages of correct
and incorrect me^iringr flip-flopped.

Overall, adults gave certainty scores
that averaged 5.70 for correct meanings.

I conect I Incorrect

Figure 4. Childreni Certainty Scores.

They gave certainty scores that averaged
5.08 for incorrect meanings. The average
certainty scores that adults gave to correct
and incorrect meanings were three- quar-
ters of a point to almoit a full point higher
than the'average certainty scoies that chil-

Adults' certainty scores for correct

fl Conect I Incorrea

Figure 5. Adults' Certainty Scores.
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Certainty scores for the two orders of
subdivisions or three contexts of subiect
headings again mirrored the general
trend t]rat 

-certainty 
scores for Zorrect

tainty scores were not associated with a
particular correct or incorrect meaning
code. We found one exception. Unusually
low certainty scores were almost alwals
associated with both incorrect left-out
subcategories.

DrscussroN IND IMpLrcATroNs
oF STUDY FrNprNcs

In this section, we discuss the findings in
terms of the five research questioni we
sought to answer.

l. Do users understand subject
headings? Overall, about 367a of-the

more than one phrase, or featured subdi-
visions with qualifiers.

In addition, the rules that coders fol-
lowed to determine whether meanings
were correct and incorrect were rath6r

Furthermore, we have no basis for
comparison. To our knowledge, this is the
first large-scale study ofend-user under-
standing of subject headings. If findings

Simcox. and Fenton

from other studies were available, we
might be able to compare percentages of
correct meanings and determine just how
low or how hish'these scoles were.

2. Does end-user understanding
vary based on subject heading conl
text? Mean correct meanings for the
three contexts variedverv littlelEnd users

3. Does end-user understanding
vary based on subject heading order?
This research question was one of our
most important because the impetus for
this study was a recommendation to stan-
dardize the order of subdivisions
(Conway 19,92). Before implementing the
recommendation, librarians wanted to

in the original order.
Less than a tenth of a point separated

the two mean correct meanings for sub-
ject headings in the original (f.+S) and
recommended (1.36) orders. Analysis of
Variance demonstrated that library users
performed about as well in termi of as-
signing correct meanings whether they
examined subject headings in original or-
der or in the r-ecommend"ed ordeiof sub-
divisions (table 4).

4. Are there differences in under-
standing between children and
adults? Figure I showed that percentages
of correct meanings were quite different
for children and adults-3t% of children's
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meanings were correct and397o of adults'
meanings were correct. Although mean
correct meanings for children (f.24) and
adults (t.57) varied by only a third of a
point, Analysis of Variance demonstrated
that there was a signilicant &fference be-
twetsn the two meins (table 4). Adults did
signiffcantly better than children in terms
of assigned correct meanings to subdi-
vided subject headings.

Findings about certainty scores were
heartenin[. They demonstrated that both
children and adults had Iess confidence in
their incorrect meanings than in their cor-
rect meanings.

5. What changes should be made to
.LCSIf and other controlled vocabular-

have to spend time training students and
staffhow to order the subdivisions in sub-
ject heading strings. Cataloging would be
streamlined because staff would no lon-

also lead to a reduction in the number of
errors that are due to subdivision order
(Drabenstott and Vizine-Goetz lgg4).

We do not believe that more studies
would reveal different degrees of under-
standing among users. There is sufficient
basis on which to determine that the or-
der of subdivisions could be standar&zed
without great loss of meaning.

If members of the librarv communiW
are disturbed at the low leveis ofend-user
understanding described here, then they
should begin to consider making more
drastic changes, possibly, along the lines
suggested by Cochrane (1984). She rec-
ommended breaking up long subdivided
subject headings and defended her rec-
ommendation saying that "the logic be-
hind the string's construction is lost on
most catalog users" (Cochrane 1986, 62).
Now we have empirical evidence to sup-
port her claim.

If the library community does not make
changes to the existing system, we have
other recommendations that LC could in-
troduce to improve end-user understand-
ing, LC should consider involving people
who are heavy users of the system-chil-
dren, adults, and reference librarians-in
the establishment of new subject hea&ngs
and subdivisions in the LCSllsvstem. Sev-
eral types ofconsultation are pbssible. LC
could sponsor clubs, committees, working
groups, etc., of children and adults who
would serve in an advisory capacity to the
Cataloging Policy and Support Office (the
editorial board for LCSH). Although chil-
dren and adults could be recruited from
nearby high schools or public libraries or
could be frequent public users that LC's
reference librarians have come to know,
they could be recruited from afar and use
electronic mail or otrher collaboration tech-
nologies to assist staff of the Cataloging
Policy and Support Offfce. Also such staff
could review published material on a sub-
ject across several &fferent intended audi-
ences to ffnd language shared by audiences
to express subjects. Surelystaffofthe Cata-
loging Policy and Support Office would
have their own ideas about recruitment. It
is important to include library catalog us-
ers-children, adults, and reference librar-
ians-in the process.

Future researchers could experiment
with introducing certain indicators to
subject headings that would reduce the
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problems library patrons have under-
standing subject headings due to syntax.
Unfortunatelv. librarians would have to

(/), or tildes (-) between elements. In re-

vided subject headings are ordered in a hi-
erarchical relationship. Perhaps research-
ers would consider undertaking studies
that introduce different punctuation be-
tween subject hea&ng elements to deter-
mine what impact such elements have on
subj ect heading understanding.

CoNcl,usroN

It is time for the library community to
grapple with difficult questions about its
iubiect-access system and make informed
decisions aboui solving the problem of
low levels of end-user subject heading un-
derstanding. Subject analysis and its rep-
resentation by LCSH have been the pri-
mary means of subject access in Iibrary
catalogs for more than one hundred years.
PractiEal reasons-including the'enor-
mity of the investment in this system-
suqgest it will continue into the next cen-
tu[I The findings of research into
end-user understanding is an important
source of information that can assist LC
and subject catalogers in making deci-
sions that contribute to the effectiveness
ofcataloging and the subject headings.
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Noles on Operolions
Spelling Errors in the Dofqbose:
Shodow or Subslonce?

Borboro Nichols Rondoll

A typographical error in a ship mortgage prepared by Haight, Gardner, Poor &
Havens could cost the Prudential Insurance Co. ofAmerica between $Il mil-
lion and $31.5 milhon before a dispute in federal court is ffnally resolved . . . at
issue is a $92.8 million lien. . . three zeroes were dropped from the amount
when the mortgage was amended in April 1986, leaving Prudential with a lien
that may be worth only $92,885.-Frost and Goldner (1988, 7).

Damn construction 92 percent complete at Brushy Creek-Leno (1998).

(1977)t Ryans (1978), Dwyer (1991), 160 citations in another.
Ballard and Lifshln (1992), Gardner Ryans (1978) studied the accuracy of
(1992), and Cahn (1994) all deal with the 700 iecords in the OCLC Online Com-
identilication or effect of misspelling on a puter Ubrary Corporation, Inc., database

BnnseRn ucHoLs RanoALL is assistant director of Guilderland Public Librarv. Cuilderland. NY.
Manuscript received December 12, 1998; accepted for publication March l, 1999.
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rusing Anglo- American C atalo guing Ru.les
(AACR), Intemational Standard Biblio-
graphic Description (Monographs) (ISBD
(M)), and OCLC input standards as mea-
sures. Most of the errors she found were
"due to simple carelessness" (131). She
found errors on 283 records, including mis-
spellings and typing errors. She did not
quantify the errors,-but she did describe
them as "frequent."

At the time of these earlv studies, on-

braries with adequate money and institu-
tional computer expertise created their
own online catalogs. Throughout the
1970s and 1980s, librarians performed ex-
tensive retrospective conversion of their
card catalogs (Reed-Scott 1985). Federal,
state, and local funds were used through-

the CONSER (CONversion of SERials)
projects. Catalogs of varying quality often
iesulted, which led to projects to clean up
the data.

Beall (AL Aside 1991) started a dia-
logue on misspelling that is ongoing, with
almost quarterly discussions occurring on
AUTOCAT. Beall searched the occurrence
of 10 common word misspellings, totaled
the occurrence of the words, eliminated the
i.e or sic words, subtracted the total from
100, and comparedthe result to other librar-
ies of similariize. The 10 misspellings are:
Febuary, Guatamala, Misssion, Goverment,
Fransisco, Grammer, Recieve, Wensday,
Seperate, Conditons. Dwyer (1991) further
reftned the method by deriving a way to
measure a meaningful errorrate bycompar-
ing the number of misspellings to the num-
ber of correct spellings of the words. Cahn
(1994) wed a measure to take into account
whether acrcess was prevented because of
the uniqueness of the error or whether the
error was redundant and therefore did not
affect access to the record. Ballard (f992)

published a list of commonly misspelled
words in online catalogs as a result ofa pro-

iect begun in 1991 to rid the Adelphi Uni-
versity"database of obvious typographlcal

"*tft"a does all this discussion of mis-
spelling and typographical errors mean?
Does the discussion represent merely the
perspective of good spellers and proof-
i""d'ers? Are ou"r catalbgs so flawed that

substance-errors that deny access to in-
formation-from the shadow-machine-
like perfection.

Punrosn

This study was conducted to determine,
first, how dirty the University at Albany's
catalog data are, and second, the effect
that thise data will have on a goup data-
base planned for the State University o[
New 

- 
York libraries (SUNYConnect).

Mnrnoo

First, the research team searched the Uni-
versity at Albany's catalog using the list of
words from Beall (AL Aside 1991). We per-
formed keyword searches and computed a
Beall score to get the frequency of error. We
next calculated the error rate deftned by
Dwyer ( 1991 ). Then we compared both val-
uesio the values found at the two other uni-
versity libraries in our proposed group data-
base that have similar-sized collections
(based on self-reported data from the
1998-99 Atrierican Library Drectory)-
Binghamton and Stony Brook. After this
preliminary comparison, we searched a set
irf *ordt in ott"'subie"t area (economics)

both to locate misspe[lings and to determine
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TABLE 1
Fnogunrucv oF ERRoRS FoR TERMs

rN BBII-Is Lrsr

Albanv Binqhemton Stonv Brook

Febuary

Guatamala

Misssion

Goverment

Fransisco

Grammer

Recieve

Wensday

Seperate

Conditons

TOTAL

2

D

0

I
^

l l

1

0

22

o

60

4

0

0
/

'f

I

0

23

45

J

0

16

I6

1 l

0

0

l 1

I

51

the relative importance ofthe errors found.
Finally, the error rates at the fourth library
in the proposed group were compared to
the rates at the New York State Librarv.
which has a collection of a similar size.

Rnsurts

Table I presents. the Beall scores for the
three institutions. Table 2 presents the
Dwyer scores for these same institutions.
None of the numbers seem to be conse-
quential, but because an important part of
database maintenance is correcting errors,

the question can be raised about when
such errors might be ignored. The answer
lies both in the placement of the error-that
is, whether the error denies access or
whether it does not-and in the uniqueness
of the term in the recrcrd. To address this.
the second stage of our research involved
searching for variations on three words re-
lated to one subject: economy, economic,
and economics. AII missoelled variations
of the words were founii in the Albany,
Binghamton, and Stony Brook databases.
We found 16 variations in misspelling (see
table 3): Albanyhad 12 spellingvariations,

TABLE 2
DwYER's Retros

2 10,545 5,2725

5 1,005 201

0 1,298 0

I 62,640 6,960

4 5,078 1,269.5

11 5,189 47t7

r t45 L45

0 4 1 6 0

22 1,964 89 3

6 28,488 4,748

4 7,849 1,962.3

0 6 9 5 0

0 r,590 0

4 59,532 14,883

3 9,679 3,226 3

7 5,151 735 I

l 153 153

0 4 5 2 0

23 1,876 8l 6

3 35,021 tt,673.7

Febuary

Gautamala

Misssion

Goverment

Fransisco

Grammer

Recieve

Wensday

Seperate

Conditons

J

0

l6

6

1l

0

0

1 I

I

2,995 998.3

804 268

916 0

39,486 2,467.9

9,444 1,574

4,240 385 5

1 7 0

119 0

d / D  / U  D

23,t87 23,L87
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Binghamton had 13, and Stony Brook
had 9. The same variations in the same
bibliographic records occurred in more
than one database in 11 instances.

The 16 misspellings all were typo-
graphical errors-that is, errors in tran-
i"ripUon, not misspellings in the origi-
nal version. Typographical errors are
not solely a byproduct of the computer
age, but in facf have existed since early
rnanuscripts were copied letter by letter
in monasteries. Alfred Watts, a
"printer's reader" (proofreader), wrote
a classic work on typographical errors in
1883. Smith (1985) found Watts's work
useful in understanding how to improve
data entry and proofreading. Smith
noted that Watts evaluated each type of
wnographical error found in a sample of
60 two-column pages of small type set
by six different cbmpositors. Watts clas-
siffed errors into three categories: er-
rors of omission, substitutions, and dou-
bling. Gardner (1992) further refined
the substitution and omission catego-
ries by extracting two additional catego-
ries: errors of letter transposition and
errors of letter insertion.-An error of
transposition occurs when two adjacent
letteri are interchanged. Errors-of in-
sertion occur when a'n extra letter, ei-
ther the same or different, is added to
the word. Ballard and Lifshin (1992)
identified typographical errors as errors
of omission, substitution, insertion,
transposition, added space, and
dropped space.

Using Watts s error categories, the
samole 6ontained 6 instances of omis-
sion, 8 ofsubstitution, and 2 ofdoubling
in the sample (see table 4). When we
consider G-ardnert modifications, two
of the substitution errors could be
called errors of letter transposition and
one ofthe two doubling errors could be
called an insertion error. Finally, we did
not conduct tests for Ballard and
Lifshin's dropped space or added space
errors. Spacin'g p.o-blem. can be found
in some Catalogs using forms of internal
truncation. However, we did not pursue
this approach due to the uncertain re-
sults that would be achieved in Albany's
database. It is possible that there are un-

ecomomy

ecomomlc

ecomonlc

econonlc

econmlc

econlmtnc

ecnomlc

econommlc

economnlc

ecomomlcs

ecomonrcs

econonlcs

econmlcs

economcs

ecnomlcs

ecoomrcs

TABLE 3
Mlsspnllnp Tnnlras RnLeteP to

EcoNolr,ttcs AND THEIR FnegurNcv

Albmy Bingbamton StonY Brook

0

t)

1

0

4

1

2

2

2

0

I

I

2

I

1

0

J

D

0

4
I

2

I

0
2
J

0

4

I

I

I

0

0

I

2

L)

2

I

0

0

4

4

0

0

2

I

0

detected instances ofboth within the data-
bases. As Smith (1985, 189)said, "Although

new technology presents new pitfalls for
compositors ind proofreaders, the old
oneJ-the ones car]sed by human imper-
fection-remain to humble us."

We identified unique errors as such if the
misspelled word occurred only once in the
.ecoid. Followins Cahn's (1994) definition

TABLE 4
TYpocnapHlcAl ERRoRS Catsconlzsp

Usrlc Werrs' Ennon TYres

Omissions Substitutions Doublinqs

Econmic

Ecnomic

Econmics Ecomonico'

Economcs Econonic

Ecnomics Econimic

Ecoomics Ecomomics

Ecomonics""

Econonics

Ecomomy Econommic

Ecomomic Economnico

"also insertion
o' also transPosition
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of redundancy, if the misspelled word ap-
peared correctly spelled in another place
in the record we clissi{ied it as redun'dant.
Albany's database had4O% unique errors
(12 of 30) and the remaining errors were
redundant. Binghamton's database had
187o unique errdrs (9 of 49); while Stony
Brook had 43Vo unique errors (10 of 23)
(see table 5).

Unique errors are not all equal. For ex-
ample, errors in a title or sub;ect field are
more serious than errors in a note. In a
study ofonline catalog use for the Council
on Library Resources. Larson (1983) con-
cluded that most users search by subject.
Anderson (1995) reiterates that users rely
on-keyword and subject searching to find
information. Ballard and Lifshi; (1992)
found the majority of the errors in their
study in title ffelds (637o), followed by
notefields (2IVo),afihor errors (g7o), and
series errors (7Vo).The errors we found in
this study occurred in five fteld types' au-
thor fiel8s (includine main auth'oi. alter-
nate author, and pullisher), title fields
(including main an-d alternate titles), sub-
ject fields, note fields, and series ftelds.
By analyzing the unique errors, we found
tliat the miioriry oln 

"rro., 
occurred in

note fields, ri'ith iitle fields takinq second.
place. There were no errors irisubject
fields. Redundant errors also followed
this pattem.

group catalog bring back the errors or
compound the errors of our indMdual cat-
alogs? We wanted to know the overlap of
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common misspellings in the Albany,
Binghamton, and Stony Brook databases.
Six of the misspellings occurred in dl three
databases; 5 of the 6 misspelled words had
common records for more than one insti-
tution (see table 6). One record wirs corn-
mon to all three databases. Eight records
were common in two databases. The over-
lap of some of the typos was bothersome.
We wanted to know whether these errors
were all from data entry or whether some
were the result of a common record that
had errors, To check for this in the data-
bases ofthe three institutions, we used the
subset ofeconomics records that existed in
more than one database.

In addition to the common misspelled
records, common records where one li-
brary corrected the database misspelling
also existed. Of the total of 16 misspelled
emnomics words, a total of 85 records had
misspellings, and 23 records &d not have
the misspelling. Of the 17 common mis-
spellings (two or more) in table 5, we found
4 records with the terms spelled correctly.

The next step was to look at the catalog
ofthe fourth university center in the pro-
posed group, Buffalo. We ran the Beall,
D*y"" and misspelled economics terms
tests on Buffalo's catalog. The Beall score
was -40, and the Dwyer scores were con-
siderably lower. ThL economics terms
test revealed 12 misspellings. Of these, 1
was a misspelling not previously identi-
Iied; 4 were misspellings also found in one
other catalog; 2 were misspellings found
in two other catalogs; and the remaining 5
were misspellings found in three other
catalogs. We identified 3 additional re-
cords as common records and found I ad-
ditional misspelling (ecomomy).

TABLE 5
UNrqun AND REDUNDANT ERRoRS By LocATIoN rN REcoRD

Databme Error Type Author Title Subiect Note Series

Albany Unique

Redundant
2
J

I

2
2

D

1 l

J

6

0

2

0
0
0
0
0
0

2
D

JZ

5

J

2

2

0

0

3

D

Binghamton

Stony Brook

Unique

Redundant

Unique

Redundant
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TABLE 6
OvnRup op Ennons ar ALseNY, BtrucHelutou, exn Sronv Bnoox

Title Databases

ecomonlc

econmrc

1955

1981

1900

r955

1947

1904

1982

1971/1966

1971

econlmlc

ecnomlc

ecomomcs

Economic progress

A high-speed passenger rail
ivstrim foi the UlS.

The economics of &rect
employrnent

Interest as a source of
personal income and tax

revenue

Our emergent civilization

Miscellaneous essays and
addresses 

'

Philosophy of economics

App^lied economic
torecasting

Teachers as aqents of
national development

Albany, Binghamton

Albany, Binghamton

Binghamton, StonY Brook

Albany, Stony Brook

Albany, Binghamton, Stony

Albany, Binghamton

Binghamton, Stony Brook

Binghamton, Stony Brook

Binghamton, Stony Brook

But we were unclear how to evaluate
the scores found for Buffalo's database. We
were unsure the effect that the size ofthe
collection mieht have on the results, and
thus the relaiionship between the Beall
score of -40 found for Buffalo. and the
scores for the other three institutions in
the group. As a comparison, we compared
Buffalo's scores to the New York State Li-
brarv. which has a collection of similar size.

t'he State Library scored even lower
on the Beall test, -60, and consistently
lower on the Dwyer test. The economics
terms test revealed 25 misspellings (see
table 7). In comparison to the New York
State Library, the quality of Buffalo's da-
tabase was qood.

Why is tf,ere such a &fference between
the State Library and Buffalo? Because it
was possible to determine the source of the
State Library's records, but not those of the
other institutions, those records were sfud-
ied in depth. The State Library's automated
catalog, Excelsior, is a second-generation
database. The original database, CMS (Col-
Iection Management System), was fust op-
erational in 1978 when the State Library
moved its primary collections and base of
operations from the Education Building to
the Cultural Education Center in the Nel-
son E. Rockefeller Empire State Plaza, the

Goldsmiths'-Kress (8), Finserv upgrade (6),
CONSER (3), in-house direct input (3), ac-
cess level document cataloging (DACS) (2),
and archival records from the State Archives
and Records Administration (SARA) (2)'
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OCLC upgrade groups were older mate-
rial matched or upgraded based on
shelflist cards. The Fin-serv project was a
separate, production-oriented project un-
dertaken while the move to the new library
building was occurring. The library's cata-
loging staff were not involved in the pro-
ject initially. The Finserv upgrade and
OCLC upgrade projects did have catalog-
ing staff involvement as well as extensive
systems evaluation. The inclusion of
CONSER records, which underwent rig-
orous review, in the error group illustrates
the very human nature of spelling errors.

OCLC is the bibliographic utility the
State Library uses. We wonderedwhether
the errors from the OCLC and OCLC up-

TABLE 7
Ennons IN EcoNoMICS TERMS
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grade records still existed in the OCLC
database. Thirteen of the 30 records re-
main misspelled on the OCLC database.
This percentage rate, 43Vo, is lower than
the SLVo documented by Ballard and
Lifshin (1992). Three were in fields input
by State Library staff at the time of pro-
duction and were never present in the
OCLC database.

We searched one last database: the
University of California (UC) union cata-
log, Melvyl. Melvyl is a model for the
SUNYConnect project. The Melvyl Union
Catalog is part of a statewide mm-
puter-based library system created in 1981
by the California Digital Library (formerly
lmown as the Division of Library Automa-
tion), in conjunctionwith UC campuses. It
has been available online since the
mid-1980s (Crowell 1995) and has been
available in Web format since 1997. We
wanted to compare the error rates found in
this almost twenty-year-old catalog.

We searched the Web version of
M"ltyl using title keyword, subject key-
word, personal and corporate author key-
word. and series kevword. The note field
is not keyword searchable in Melvyl.
Melvyl (with 9,678,014 titles and
14,632,800 holdings as of November 25,
1998) is approximately twice the size of
the combined university centers, dis-
counting overlap. We friund error fre-
quencies for the Beall and the economics
term tests. We could not run the Dwyer
test because Melvyl does not allow for
complete counting of the correctly
spelledwords. Any Mehyl search that re-
trieves more than 10,000 hits is stopped.

We found at least one instance of each
misspelling. The primary category of er-
rors was subject fields, followed by title,
author, and series. Seven ofthe nine over-
lap titles in table 6 were also owned by UC
libraries and included the same errors.

Finally, due to the way that data entry
production is measured, we broke down
typographical errors as error per character
input, whether written or typed. Watts
(Smith 1985) found 1 error in every 1,750
characters. Chan (1994) notes that almost
one hundredyears later, in July 1980, re-
searchers at the National Composition As-
sociation found an error rate of I in 1,000.
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The Universitv at Albany's error rate is I in
1.946 characters.

CoNcLUsroN

While perfection in both humans and data-
bases is a worthwhile goal, the reality is
that it is also impossible. Most spelling er-
rors are redundant errors and thus. do not
prevent users from finding the needed re-
cord. As Cahn (1994, 30) correctly stated,
"Issues of time and money cannot be ig-
nored." Bourne (1977, 9-10) called mis-
spellings "internal parasites to tte search
system," yet he said, "while a relatively
large number of index terms are mis-
spelled (compared to conventional printed
indexes), and while those errors are very
conspicuous, theyinfact have relativelylit-
tle impact of file use for many of the data-
bases." Most librarians probably will agree
with Ballard and Lifshin (1992, 139), who
pointed out, "It may be widely perceived
that spelling errors in OPACs and other
large databases are few in number, ran-
domly distributed, and impossible to Io-
cate in any svstematic fashion. . . . every li-
brary that ir", 

"r, 
OPAC with key#ord

capability should search the problem
words that we have identified and fix the
inevitable errors."

In consultation with the head of cata-
loging at the University Libraries, we
chose to take a staged approach to data-
base cleanup. Although the consensus was
that the errors were minor, we wanted to
search for the terms in Ballard's list.
Because we lacked staff time and money, a
volunteerconductedthe searchforus. The
volunteer noted onlythe number ofoccur-
rences of the misspelled terms and found
697 potential misspellings of 106 words on
the Ballard list. Some misspellings were in
fact correct transcriptions oftitle page er-
rors and on investigation were correctlv la-
beled "i.e." or "[sic]." There were no in-
stances of misspellings for 73 of the words
found on the Ballard list. This list is being
used as a guide for correction as staff or
students become available to do the work.
We are correcting the most frequently
misspelled words first.

Concern about the impact of misspell-
ings on the catalog should be minor. Al-

though misspellings or typos are embar-
rassing, the low number of unique
oc"rrri"rrces of each misspelled telm
means that in most cases a user will still be
able to find a relevant item. The break-
down ofthe State Library's misspelled re-
cords suggest that most of the misspell-
inqs or typos might be traced to the
pr"ofessiori's early years of retrospective
lonversion. Given'that this work^can be
sorted out and listed by project code, it
becomes possible to target these records
for further examination. Moreover, some
of those records will disappear as we in-

the title transcription area, we also gener-
ated a list of instances of "micorform,"
"midroform," and'Vdeorcording." We are
aided in ourperfection questby sharp-eyed
spellers who send our department errors
tfiey notice in the catalog.

However, correcting spelling errors
and typos can take more time than most li-
brarili have. The small number of these
errors that can be reduced further (given
the concept ofuniqueness) shows that the

Wpe of large-scale effort Ballard (1992)
pe-rformed it Adelphi University is beyond
ihu -.ans and nee^ds of most libraries. The
combination of errors that occur as union
catalogs, whether virtual or otherwise, are
create"d increases the number oferrors but
not by any consequential amount. We be-
lieve that our current error-correction ef-
forts, on an as-needed basis or as a byprod-
uct of other enhancement projects, are
both sufffcient and reasonable.
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Comboting Whole-Book Deleriorotion:
The Rebinding & Moss Deocidificotion
Progrom of the Penn Stote
University Librories

L. Suzonne Kellermon

lnthis article,l dzscribe theneuly establishedpresensationTtrogramatthe Penn
State UniDersity Libraries to d.eacidify en masse collections of older materials en
rout e for comnwrcial rebinding. This collec'tion-b as e d pres ensation strate gy rl)as
d.esignedto sente as a (lne-step-preparation approachforrebind,ingandforneu-
tralizingthe acid paperfatnd ln u^tr heaoily used, uon4 and tom cirarlating
collection. This strategy of combtnlng commercial rebinding toith deacid-
i.ficatkn hns reslted in a timely and ffiaioe solution to preserae and stabi.li.ze
colleaions for our users now ushile preoentingfuture material d.eterioration. I
ui.Il dztail agreertents and operational procedures deaelnped among seruice
oendnrs and. the library, d,escribe selection criteria, and doatment technical as-
pects to report this presensation action in bibliographlc records.

fi

Dtr,"" the 1960s. librarians and collec-
tion managers intently have watched the
rapid evolution and development of mass
deacidiffcation technology as services,
products, and vendors have come and
gone over time (Boomgaarden 1995;
Buchanan 1994; Cloonan 1990). The mass
deacidification process, a preventive op-
tion to preserve acidic but-not-yet brittle
and brittle materials in their original for-
mat, was once considered an unsafe and
unreliable process. Today, this publicper-
ception and opinion hai changed as re-
searchers have shown in many scientific
tests and studies that some processes in-
deed are effective in combating acidic pa-
per degradation (Evaluation 1994). Addi-
tionally, when the Library of Congress

conducted its own research and testing,
and then awarded its first maJs
deacidification contract to Preservation
Technologies, Inc. in 1996, many librari-
ans began to reconsider mass deacidift-
cation seriously as a viable presewation
tool (Harris 1998). At least one vendor re-
ports that subsequent to these develop-
ments, contractual agreements between
mass-deacidification vendors and librar-
ies have been rising.

BecxcnouNn

Like many who were interested in the
prospects of mass deacidiftcation, librari-
ans at the Penn State University Libraries
(PSUL) began in 1991 to investigate vari-

L. SUZANNE KELLERMAN (LSK@psulias.psu.edu) is preservation librarian, Penn State University
Libraries, University Park. Manuscript received January 28, 1999; accepted for publication
April 6, 1999.
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ous deacidification processes as a means to
test claims that these techniques could
safeguard paper-based materials printed
on acidic paper (De Stefano 1994; Mass
deacidification 1992; Sparks 1992). We
conducted several pilot projects in 1991
and 1992 with the top three vendors ofthe
time: FMC Lithium Corporation ofAmer-
ica (Lithco), Akzo Chemical Inc., and
Preservation Technologies, Inc. (PTI).
Results of these independent tests were
mixed. Our ffndings showed that some
treatments adversely affected some types
of books, papers, inks, and labels, while
others displayed no negative effects. We
were most encouraged by PTI's Book-
keeper process.

From 1992 to 1995. librarians worked
with PTI to test enhanced treatment pro-
cesses that PTI had developed and to estab-
lish in-house operational procedures and
selection criteria policies. It soon became
evident that books needed to be in good
structural con&tion and fully intact to en-
dure the treatment process. We discovered
from these early tests that books in poor
physical con&tion, e.g., volumes with loose
Loards or p"per coue:rr, broken spines, or
detached pages, could not easily withstand
the rigors ofthe treatment procedure and
were further damaged by the mechanical
agitation inherent in the process. In addi-
tion, books selected for the Bookkeeper
treatment had to be durable and fully flexi-
ble to be attached to metal flanges splayed
out or fanned open, which allowed each
page and inner gutter margin to be exposed
fully. This permitted a complete and even
distribution of the neutralizing agent to all
sections ofthe book. From these early tests,
it became immediately apparent that books
in poor physical condition would first re-
quire structural stabilization ({irst time
binding or rebinding) to survive the treat-
ment process successfully.

TnB lNrrrlr. PRoJEcr

In 1995, PSUL formally contracted its
first mass deacidification project with
PTL We selected 163 volumes from
among 2,000 volumes in the African
American Studies Room for this initial
project. Due to limited funding, we ap-

.  SG) t Notes on OPerations /I7I

plied certain selection criteria to identify
lhe volumes that were the best candidates

this subcollection based on circulation
use patterns, giving a priority to the most
heavily used items, or those with a circu-
lation count of 8 or more. Books meeting
all ofthe above criteria had to be physi-
cally available, i.e., on the shelf at the time
of the assessment.

We preselected materials over a
tlvo-month period and sent them to PTI
in lune 1995-. A month later, treated books
were returned to the library, where we
conducted physical inspection and ran-
dom pH testinq (using a pH testing pen)
on th^em. Resu'its of Ihe-testing s[owed
that 857o ofthe deacidified materials (138

books) had been treated successfully with

uation 1994).
The success of this first, small-scale

mass deacidification project encouraged
us to plan an ongoing, Iarger scale mass
deacidification program for PSUL. We
continued to work with PTI to resolve the
"fish-eye" problem of partial treatment
found in sdme materiali and focused our
attention on formulating a plan to imple-

ment process as a viable preservation op-
tion. irirst, books had to be structurally
sound to withstand the rigors of the pro-
cess. Second, not all papertlpes absorbed
the neutralizing agent equally well, e'g.,
clay-coated p"i"tl third, trachng each
item sent foi treatment was essential in
order to keep library patrons informed of
material 

""iil"bility. 

-fourth, 
internally,

we recognized the need to implement the
use of the USMARC 583 field to rePort
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this preservation action in our local bib-
liographic records for our users. Fifth, we
needed to identify an ongoing funding
source to support the program. Finally,
we needed to develon selection criteria to
determine which hLrary collections or
portions of collections were best suited
for mass deacidification.

Ssr,ncrroN Cnrrnnre FoR MAss
DEACIDIFICATIoN

At PSUL, we initially planned to target
portions of our older collections and some
new acquisitions for mass deacidification
treatment based on the ftndings ofa study
we conducted in 1992. During this 1992
study, we surveyed and tested-5,362 new
books with imprint dates of 1990, 1991,
and 1992, received through our approval
plan programs, to determine the percent-
age of books printed on acidic paper ver-
sus those printed on alkaline paper. Re-
sults of the study revealed that of all books
suweyed (hardbacks and paperbacks
from 33 countries worldwide), 867o were
printed on alkaline paper; only l4%o were
printed on acidic paper. Ofthe books pub-
lished in the U.S., 9lvo were printed on
acid-free paper. Although impressive,
these figures were not all that surprising
in light of the 1989-90 call for commercial
publishers to use permanent paper and
for paper mills to produce acid-free pa-
per. Production ofalkaline paper was be-
coming the norm in paper production in
North America (Presen:ing l(nouledge
1990). Books published in third-world
regions were the exception, e.g., books
pubhshed in India and Africa were highly
acidic. With only one exception, all books
from these two countries were printed on
acidic paper.

Based on our study, it became appar-
ent that a high percentage of newly ac-
quired materials, printed on alkalirre pa-
per, were not at risk as previously thought.
Our older collections residing in the
stacks were more likely to have been
printed on acidic paper, were more sub-
ject to deterioration, and therefore were
at far greater risk. As noted above, new
materials published in some third-world

countries were exceptions to this rule.
In 1997. {ive veais after our initial col-

lection survev. #e conducted two addi-
tional studies to determine whether any
changes had occurred in the publishing in-
dustry that might affect our earlier deci-
sion aboutwhich collections would benefit
most from deacidiffcation treatment. We
suweyed newly acquired materials and
older circulated materials sent to the Pres-
ervation Collections Care Unit for conser-
vation treatment (repair, rebinding).

We performed a pH test on 447 newly
acquired books (both paperbacks and pub-
lisher bound materials) to determine pa-
per aci&ty. Domestic and non-U.S. pub-
lished materials received through lirm
orders, approval plans, or monogr"aph and
serial acquisitions processes were repre-
sented among these titles. Of the 447 vol-
umes tested, less than lVo (.06Vo) were
found to be printed on acidic paper.

Later that year, over a two-month pe-
riod in the fall semester. we conducted a
pH test on 156 recently circulated books
retumed from patron use. As books were
retumed to Lending Services, staff identi
fied materials in poor physical condition
and sent them to the Preservation Collec-
tions Care Unit for repair. Condition of
these materials varied and included loose
or missing covers, torn or loose pages, bro-
ken spines orheadcaps, and missingpages.
These 156 volumes represented publica-
tions from both the U.S. (967o) and abroad
(4Vo). Of the 156 volumes surveyed, we
found that 82Vo 'were printed on acidic pa-
per; lSVo were printed on alkaline paper.

Based on the survey results from these
two tests, it was apparent that the older
materials were most at risk by evidence of
their poor wom and torn physical condi-
tion and their acid content. We then cre-
ated a one-step-preparation approach for
combining rebinding with mass deacidifi-
cation as a whole-book strategy. Previ-
ously, other libraries usinq mass deacidifi-
cation had used similar il".tion criteria
for identifying suitable candidates, but
varied in the sequence of the treatment
process (De Stefano 1994).- 

In April 1998, we held a meeting with
library selectors to share these survey test
results and to discuss the combined re-
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binding and mass deacidification program
as atreatment option for acidic collections.
Selectors at the meeting agreed that the
combined process was a viable preventive
preservation option and that the following
materials shoJld be considered for treatl
ment, listed in order of priority:

1. Circulating materials needing con-
servation attention, as identified by
Lendins Service staff (from the
Univers-ity Park main campus loca-
tion onlv)

2. Selected discreet collections of dis-
tinction identiffed by library selectors

3. Selected individual titles identified
bv librarv selectors

Onee we- established these selection
priorities, librarians in the Preservation
Department accelerated their efforts to
fin;hze planning of operational proce-
dures for a combined rebinding and mass
deacidiftcation program for PSUL. In ad-
dition, a newly established preservation
endowment secured financing to suPport
this new preservation program. We held
nurnerous collaborative meetings with
the service vendors involved (both a com-
mercial binder and a mass deacidification
service provider) to establish service

"gr""-"i-rts. 
We also held meetings with

.t""ff fro* various library depar{ments
(Lending Services, Stack Maintenance,
Cataloging and the Business Office) to es-
tablish internal workflow procedures for
handling, tracking, shipping, and billing.

PSUL established the agreements and
operational procedures presented in this
paper in collaboration with its vendors. We
have outlined them here as an example of
how similar projects might be structured.
The first section describes mutually
agreed-upon library requirements and
.rEndor specilicationi for the process. The
following section documents the intemal
operating procedures established for
sending wom and torn circulatinq materi-
als for iebinding and mass deaciJification
treatments.

Ltsnenv REeUIREMENTS AND
VENDoR SPECIFICATIoNS

Having committed to this unique one-step
preparation process as an acceptable pres-

bound using C-Grade bookcloth follow-
ing the standards for commercial binding
sel forth in Parisi and Merrill-Oldham
(1986). We also determined that the ac-
ceptable range of pH levels for treated
-it"ri"k *o,ild be 6.5 to 10.4 with a mini-
mum required alkaline reserye level of
17o. Both vendors had to notify the library
if materials could not be bound or mass
deacidified for any reason. The binding
vendor had to supply a shipping schedule.
The deacidification vendor had to supply
surrogate pH testing paper reports for

""ch 
ihipmient and alioirick all incoming

items by call number or barcode for easy
identification.

In addition to our library require-
ments, we profiled vendor-specified stip-
ulations td ensure efficienf throughput
and turnaround time. Workinq collabor-
atively, the library stafi bi-nder, and
deacidification vendor defined additional
program speciffcations. The library staff
ier"ua thal each shipment would have a
rn'inimum number oi30 volumes and that
items would not exceed 12" x 9" x 2.5" in
size nor weigh less than 2.8 pounds. The
binder requiied the library to send mate-
rials two weeks prior to their shipment to
the mass deacidi{ication vendor to ensure
sufficient time for rebinding. The binder
aqreed to rebind and ship bound books to

"id 
fro* the deacidiffcation vendors fa-

cility, and then transport treated books
bac[< to the librarv within a total turn-
around time of 6 to 8 weeks

would return the books in the order they
were received. Other program require-
ments called for the binder to contact the
Iibrarv if anv materials were found not
suitable for' mass deacidification (e.8.,

volumes that were brittle, oversized, or
that weighed more than 2.8 pounds), and
for the iieacidification vendor to supply
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vendor identification labels stamped with
the treatment date for in-house applica-
tion to each treated book. Finally, each
vendor had to submit separate invoices
for products and services rendered.

Once an aqreement with extemal ven-
dors was reach6d. PSUL th".r initiated inter-
nal procedwes to implement the process.

INrsnNlr- Lrsneny Openettoxs

Based on the Preservation Collections
Care Unit staffs current responsibilities
of assessing materials for preservation
treatment, it seemed logical for staff in
this unit to assume respoisibility for man-
aging the mass deacidification program.
While many of the assessment activities
were similar to ones already in place, we
needed to add some new procedures.
These included evaluating and selecting
materials based on newly established cri-
teria, bibliographic processing, physical
preparation, and online tracking of mate-
rials sent for rebinding or first-time bind-
ing and mass deacidification.-Following 

the established selection
criteria, the staff conducted item-by-item
preselection assessment to identify candi-
dates for mass deacidification treatment.
Physical and use-related factors used to
identify candidates for mass deacid-
i{ication treatment included'

Anv volume (bound or not bound)
priirted on aciiic wood-pulp paper
Paperbacks or hardbacks in poor con-
dition and needing to be rebound prior
to mass deacidification treatment
Items limited in size up to and including
12" x 9rr x 2.5" (vendor requirement)
Volumes weighing 2.8 pounds or less
(vendor requirement), and
Items with a circulation count of 5 or

f"tl"a o' pr"*ous erperience, intemal
decisions, and discussions with vendors,
we identilied the following materials and
format types as not being 

"appropriate 
for

mass deacidift cation treatment:
o Text paper that is alkaline
r Manuscript materials
o Items published on glossy clay-coated

paPer
o Leather covers with red rot

a

a

Materials with plasticized covers
Brittle text paper (iffails attwo double
folds)
Materials with accompanying pocket
parts
Titles that are not permanently re-
tained
Titles found on microfilm or micro-
fiche
To determine whether published texts

were printed on acidic paper, we per-
formed a pH test. Using a pH chloro-
phenol red pen, we drew a small line on
the tail of each volume closest to the
spine. The chlorophenol red indicator so-
hition turned pnrpl" ifth" pH ofthe pa-
per was 6.8 or above, indicating that the
p"per *"r alkaline. A clear or yellow color
marking indicated the paper was acidic
and the volume was a candidate for mass
deacidification. We chose this method for
testing pH solely for its ease of use and
process efficiency in determining a gen-
eral acidity reading.

BlsLtocRApHIc PRocEssrNG

Once we assessed the materials, tested
them for paper acidity, and sorted them
for mass deacidiftcation treatment. staff
in Collections Care updated the biblio-
graphic cataloging records for each title
or volume selected. They updated item
records and charged out each item to a
single departmeni charge, coded MASS.
The automatic mnemonic display code
MASS was established to appear in the
online catalog to alert users and library
staff that thJ item had been sent for
deacidification, and was temporarily un-
available (see figure l). This mnemonic
code displays whenever the status of an
item is ieqiuested through an "item in-
quiry" command. Or, if a patron checks
the status of an item, the display will read
"1 Dept. Charge," also indicatingthe item
is unavailable for use (see figure 2).

While the USMARC 583 standard has
yet to be of{icially approved as the biblio-
graphic field to record information about
processing and preservation action taken
on bibliographic materials, we adopted
Al-A recommended guidelines and ter-
minology for using notes field 583 for this
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MASS and is Temporarily Unavailable.

purpose. Vendor-specific information
(name and address), type of treatment
performed (liquid deacidification, re-
bound, rehoused, etc.), and date oftreat-
ment are entered in the 583 notes field
(see figure 3). These preservation data
only appear in local cataloging records
and are not keyed into the records in the
bibliographic utilities, nor are they
mounted by tape loading. The local defi-
nition used for notes fteld 583 is:

583 $a Description of the action taken $c
date of action $i method of action $x addi-
tional treatment information - deacidi{i-
cation treatment used $j address ofvendor
$kvendor name $z additional treatment in-
formation
In addition to usins USMARC 583

fields in each bibliograpiic record, a 598
field was added to lidi'cate the preserva-
tion action taken for a specific volume or
specilic copy. For example, if only one
copy of atitle with multiple copy locations
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was treated, a 598 note field was added to
identify the specific copy that has been
treated (see figure 3). The 598 field is de-
fined as a local free text note used for re-
porting internal processing. The local
definition of ffeld 598 is:

598 $a Processing instructions
Other examples of reporting when a

specific volume was deacidified include:
o 598 Engineering copy deacidified
r 598 Physical Sciences v. 2 deacidified
r 598 [barcode #] deacidified
r 598 Stacks v.I deacidified

Mertnrer,s PnnpenenoN

After we completed the online biblio-
graphic updating, we generated a two-part
printout of the bibliographic record (see
figure 4). We detailed binding and spine
stamping instructions as well as notilica-
tion of mass deacidiffcation treatment on
the printout. We inserted a portion of the
printout sheet into the volume being sent
for treatment; we placed the extra sheet in
a packet. We ffled each packet alphabeti-
cally by title and then by shippmg date.

We took and recorded separate statistics
for volumes prepared for rebinding and
mass deacidilication. We then assembled
and packed the books into a sturdy com-
mercial binder shipping box marked
'MASS DEACIDIFICATION." and sent
the boxto the commercial bindinevendor.

Posr-TnmruENT PRocESSING

Once items were returned to the library,
the Collections Care staff reviewed and
tnspected each volume for accuracy in re-
binding (letter stamping, etc.) and for pa-
per acidity, Staff used paperwork to com-
pare requested binding type and spine
stamping with the book in hand. Staff
members also visually inspected each
book for the proper placement of the in-
Iinity symbol at the top of the spine to
identify that the book had received mass
deacidification treatment. Adding this
mark to the outside of each treated book
allowed for a quick visual display of which
books have and have not been treated. A
mass deacidilication vendor identiftca-
tion label on the verso of the title page

Figure 2, Online Catalog Status Display
Showing an ltem that Has Been Department
Charged
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Figure 3. Online Record Showing Use of Multiple 583 Fields and the 598 Field to Report Preser-
vation Action Taken.

0
0

provided treatment information for li-
brary staff and patrons. The staff then
conducted a random pH test to confirm
treatment results.

After completing the physical and
technical inspections, staff then added a
giftplate to the book's inside front cover to
denote the funding source used for the
book's preservation. Staff then updated
each item record and discharged the
item, making the item available for use in
the online ca:talog. Books were then ready
to be reshelved and were returned to cir-
culation.

CoNcr-usroru

As of this writing, we have prepared and
shipped three 100-volume shipments for
reblnding and mass deacidification and
has received two return shipments.
Turnaround time for each shipment was
seven weeks. From all indications, the

A 0 0 0 0 3 3 7 4 8 1 8 4  t - 2 1 - 9 9

<I04'J.52I> Form:mono retro
Jerome, John,

The deaLh of  the automobi le,  the
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T n . l r , d 6 a  h i l - r ' l  i n a r a n h ' i ^ : l  r a f  a r a n a c q

1 .  Au tomob i l es - -Soc ia ]  aspec t s - -Un i t ed  s ta tes .  2 .  Au tomob i l e
i ndus t r y  and  L rade - -Un iLed  s ta tes .

C a I I # :  H E 5 5 2 3 . J 4 7
CentraL Pattee LeveI  4 BIue

Rebind
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fa ta l  e f f ec t  o f  t he  Go lden
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Figure 4. Sample Printout with Vendor Instructions.
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or procedure were required. Although

some fine-tuning of the procedures might

be necessary as this program matures, for

now it appears this new Preservation
strates/ could become our most efficient

process for stabilizing older collections

using a one-step preparation approach.
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Book Reviews

Morgoret Rohdy, Editor

The Mirage of Continuitg: Reconfig-
uring Acailemic Information Re-
sourcea for the 27il Century. Eds.
Brian L. Hawkins and Patricia Battin.
Washington, D.C.: Council on Library
and Information Resources and Asso-
ciation of American Universities. 1998.
301p. $25 (ISBN 1-887334-59-9)
LC98-28434.
In this collection of essays on the im-

pact of the current exploiive develop-
ment in infbrmation technologr on aca-
deme, the editors make the case that

demic librarians, educators, university
administrators, and information technof-
ogists contributed papers to this volume.
Because each essay stands on its own,

smaller buildings, each useful in its own
right, but with uncertain relationships
with its neighbors. These factors might
make reading this book dif{icult, but ihe
work is nonetheless important, and one
that warrants perseveraice.

Those who write about the future of
librai'ies commonly describe possible de-
velopments as inevitabilitiei and treat
challenges as exciting opportunities. In
contrast, the vision presented in The
Mirage of Continuity is an inexorable and
dif{icult future where the decision will

not be whether we wish to alter practices,
but instead, since we must change, how
we can continue to fulfill our mission. The
question is not how libraries must change,
but whether libraries as discrete entities
with their own collections, attached to in-
dividual universities. will continue to exist.
The fact that the essayists do not describe
these potential changes as fun commands
attention. It is tempting to disregard pre-
dictions of wide-eyed techno-enthusiasts,
but harder to dismiss this group ofscholars
who are remarkably unenthusiastic and
give the impression of having come to their
conclusions reluctantly. Their collective
message, the breadth ofconcerns covered,
and the uncanny agreement among papers
are compelling.

In the Iirst section, "Deftning the
Problem," the authors describe thl na-
ture ofthe changes facing academe as a
result of the computer revolution. They
assert that the incrementalist approach to
change that is characteristic ofboth uni-
versities and libraries and the practice of
viewing each development as another
point along a continuum will no longer
serve. Information distribution, retrieval,
and use will be so different from the way
they were when our current academic
structures were developed that the future
will be discontinuous from the past, and
radical modiffcations of the academic en-
terprise will be required. To establish the
context for these changes, this section in-
cludes a summary of the history of univer-
sities in the Uniied States. the role and
culture ofthe faculty, trends in higher ed-
ucation, and societal erpectations.

The section titled "Integrating Infor-
mation Resources with the Institutional
Mission" is a provocative articulation of
the purposes and responsibilities of
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universities: producing knowledge, af-

Emerging information technologies may
both dimand and enable restructuring of
academe to assure that these PurPoses
and responsibilities are satisfied. The
structure and authoritativeness of library
collections and the assumption by librar-
ies of responsibility for preservation are
contrasted to the relatively unstructured,
uncontrolled, and non-preservationist
nature ofthe Internet.

institutionalization and collective remote
data repositories. Richard N. Katz outlines
assumptions underlying "the premise that
academic information resources must be

for rethinking intellectual property rights.
In the other papers, the essayists explore
issues relating to creation, presewation of,
and access to digtal information re-
sources, and posit that regardless ofhow or
where inforniation resouices are held, cur-
rent means ofbibliographic control and in-
formation retrieval will be insufficient for
the needs of users, though the Web maybe
even less satisfactory.

In "Leadership, Staffing and Manage-
ment," the future information resources
professional is described as an "eclectic
member of the university community, and

preparation and mindset ofthese profes-
iiorials, as well as changes in how such
people are viewed in the university, and
Lrren in how successes are measured.

The Miroee of Continuitr.l is an uncom-
fortable boof to read. It is a success like
few others in provokinq thought and per-

suadinq reade'rs that th; digitil revoluiion
will bring changes that can-not be ignored
until we ietire Jttd th"t 

""ttnot 
be hindled

by grafting solutions onto existing struc-
tur6s. ThJbook s particular strength is its
breadth ofvision. The essayists see the fu-
ture in the context of academe as a whole
rather than in terms oforqanizational de-
tails. Although libraries"are central to
their discussi,ons, the authors do not treat
them as self-contained institutions. In-
stead, libraries are considered as collec-

This work is not a prescription for the
future, and it is not a survival guide. It is
instead a detailed, thoughtful, and com-
pellinq fair warning, or even a call to arms
ihat aiademic librarians would do well to
take to heart.-Janet Su;an HilI (hillis@

spot.colorado.edu), Unioersity of Colo-
ra dn Lib ra ries. B oul de r

fean Weihs. Ottawa: Canadian Library
Association; Chicago, American Li-
brary Association, 1998. 272P. $25
(ISBN 0-3389-3493-5) LC 98-34562.
Many of the authors presenting PaPers

at the international Conference on the
Principles and Future Development of
AACR (Anglo-American Cataloguing
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Rules) advocate moving cataloging boldly
into the new millennium. Their recom-
mendations address many of AACR's
most significant weaknesses: the lack of a
statement ofprinciples, the absence ofan
explication of the rationale behind many
of the rules, inconsistencies in treatment
of content and carrier, and inadequate
treatment of various qpes of materials,
demonstrated most cleailv bvthe lack of a
general rule for new woiks'of mixed re-
sponsibility and problems with the di-
chotomous monographs/serials model of
the bibliographic universe. Because all of
the papers are worthy ofdiscussion, each
will be discussed separately here.

Delsey tackles the dichotomy between
intellectual content and physical form in
the cataloging code, in which rules for de-
scription are supposedly based on physi-
cal form, and rules for access, on intellec-
tual content. In an insightful and probing
analysis of the rules reflecting this issue,
Delsey discovers manv contradictions and
compiexities. For instance, while some of
the chapters in part I of the Anglo-Ameri-
can Cataloguing Rules, Second Edition

for understanding AACfi2's approach to
form and content in the cataloging of an
item.

In"AACR2 and Catalogue Production
Technology," Rahmatollah" Fattahi exam-
ines existing cataloging principles and
concepts in light oftheir relevance in the
online environment. Not surprisingly, he
concludes that the finding and collocating
functions of the catalog are still relevant,
and suggests that cataloging practice be
expanded to enhance functionality in the
online environment, for example, to re-
quire additional descriptive elements
such as tables of contents and summaries.

Fattahi urges code makers to clarify the
rationale for and functions of the con-
cepts of main entry, uniform headings for
titles and persons, and content and form
of name headings in online cataloging en-
vironments. In addition, he believes that
AACR2 should provide detailed guide-
lines for various levels of catalog displays
as well as guidelines for the indexing of
fields and zubfields in online catalogsl

Martha M. Yee tackles many oT the
problems in AACR2's treatment of works
in her paper, "What is aWork?" Yee makes
more excellent points and suggestions in
this paper than can be covered in a brief
review, so I will discuss only a few of them
here. Yee analyzes the criteria currently
used in AACR2 to determine whether or
not a change in an item justifies the cre-
ation of a new bibliographic record, find-
ing them to be case-based as opposed to
principle-based. She suggests a more
principled approach using "fundamental
content" such as text, music, and spatial
data to determine the status of a particu-
lar item with respect to an existing work.
She focuses on one ofAACR2's most glar-
ingweaknesses-the lack of general rules
foi entry of new works of miied responsi-
bility-and suggests how such rules
might be created. Yee ends herpaperwith
several pages of suggestions for changes
in AACR2, in particular, changes to chap-
ter 2l, "Choice of Access Points." Like
Fattahi, she urges includingstatements of
objectives and principles to guide cata-
logers in decision-making.

Sherry L. Velluccit "Bibliographic
Relationships" is an excellent critical
ovewiew of the definition and treatment
of bibliographic relationships in catalog-
ing history. She ties together theoretical
concerns, current practice 1n AACB2,
MARC (MAchine Readable Cataloging),
and online catalogs, and recent work on
entity-relationship modeling, for exam-
ple, the International Federation of Li-
brary Association's (IFLA) Functional
Reqiirements for Bibliographlc Records
(1998), placing all in the context of user
needs and research. Vellucci includes
many suggestions for making the handling
of bibliographic relationships in cataloging
practice more consistent, concluding with
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four general principles of bibliographic re-
lationships to guide future revisions ofthe
code: (1) relationship identification: bib-
Iiographic records should identify all im-
portant bibliographic relationships; (2)
enabling linkage: data elements of biblio-
graphic records should enable related
bibliographic records to be linked; (3)
multilevel description: the code should
provide for description at several levels,
including work, expression, physical item,
and specific copy; and (4) consistency:
identification and linkage oflike relation-
ships should be treated in a consistent

In "Content versus Carrier," Lynne C.
Howarth provides a much-needed cri-
tique ofthe contradictions ofa code that
bases description on the ohysical form of
an item (rule 0.24) and access points on its
intellectual or artistic content (rule 20.1).
Howarth notes the professiont shift in
emphasis from the creation ofa surrogate
based on carrier to one based on content.
She advocates including both content and
carrier into our view in a mutually inclu-
sive way by implementing a four-tier
model record based on recommendations
from IFI-A's Fu nctional Requirem.ents for
Bibliographic Records (1998) and from
the Multlple Versions Forum Repoft
(1990). In this model, a bibliographic re-
cord would include elements of descrip-
tion common to any work ("work level"
tier); access points linked to authority re-
cords ("authority level" tier); unique
physical properties or format-specific de-
tails ("manifestation level" tier); and copy
specilic information ("itemlevel" tier).
While this model is not entirely without
problems, it may have potential to im-
prove access to resources described
within the existinq framework of AACR.

Michael Gormin and Pat Oddyreview
the history principles, and irripact of
AACR? in their "Tlte Anglo-American
C atalo guing Rules, Second Edition." Per-
haps their contribution-urging caution
in integrating radical changes into
AACM-is d.e rigueur at a conference
devoted to the future development of
AACR, considering that many of the
changes advocatedlin the other papers
may be considered somewhat revolution-

ary. The authors make several modestly
useful recommendations, including purg-
ing rules for special cases and resolving
thE problem of unpublished items.

"Issues Related to Seriality" by jean
Hirons and Crystal Graham is, in my
opinion, the most significant contribution
to cataloging theory of this decade.
Hirons and Graham propose a new model
of the bibliographic universe, consisting
of static and 6ngoing publications (as op-
posed to monoqraphs and serials), and
make a series ofintelligent recommenda-
tions for its incorpora=tion into AACR2.
Some of the more intriguing recommen-
dations include adopting a three-
dimensional approach to the cataloging
rules, which would incoryorate content,
carrier, and publication status; creating
rules for ongoing publications that focus
on identification as opposed to transcrip-
tion; and creating a new concePtual first

practitioners.- 
In "Access Points for Works," Ronald

Haqler reviews the history of work identifi-
cati"on in the cataloging code and in catalog
technology, pointing out the importance of
the main"entry as a mechanism fbr identify-
ingworks. He also decries the optionalitybf
,r.,lfor- titles (chapter 25) in,4ACB2,;ilL-
ing it a "cop-out" (219). Hagler's emphasis
inihis pap6r is on liling, broising, 

"tid 
dis-

play considerations in online catalogs-
ihJi..,r.r that affect users most. His"rec-
ommendations to the |oint Steering Com-
mittee focus on work identification, and in-
clude changing terminology to distinguish
"work" and-'document" more clearly; plac-
ingAACR2i context squarely in the online
erivironment r. oppot"-d to the manual en-
vironment; and requiring catalog agencies
to "provide access to everywork appearing
witf,in each catalozued docum enl" ( 227).
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as well as its difficulty in structuring infor-
mation hierarchically. Ridley suggests that
we move toward a"'work-6ase?- system"
that accommodates three hierarchical lev-
els: work, manifestation, and copy. He also
suggests thatwe move toward ahore com-

ommendations with which the cataloging
community must acquaint itself to en-
sure that AACR2 does not stagnate, but
becomes the rational, responsive, and
flexible tool that it must be to sustain in-
telligent cataloging practice in an inter-

Library and lnformation Science, (Jni-
Dersity of Washi.ngton, Seattle.
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Management of Serialx in Librariea.
Thomas E. Nisonger. Englewood, CO:
Libraries Unhmitld, 19918. 439p. $55
(ISBN 1-56308-213-6) LC98-2S879.
Serials always have been known for

their complexity and for the many chal-
lenges they present to the people who
manage them. Today, the challenges are
no longer simply changes in title, fre-
quency, and numbering schemes; there
are also changes in format, methods of ac-
quisition, and methods of delivery. Add
the Internet, licensing contracts, and
dwindling budgets, and the serials spe-
cialist faces a mind-boggling manage-
ment task. In today's serials environment,
old and familiar problems remain, and
they are accompanied by an entirely new
set of complexities.

In his new textbook, Thomas Nisonger
covers all of the above issues and more.
Management of Serials in Ubraries is a
well-researched, comprehensive, up-to-
date look at serials management issues.
The emphasis is on collection manage-
ment. This book appears on the heels of
several other publications that also address
the uniqueness of serials and the special
handling that they require. Two recent no-
table works xe Serials Management: A
Practical Cflide by Chiou-sen Dora Chen
(1995) and Marcia Tuttle's ManagingSeri-
als, with chapters by Luke Swindler and
Frieda B. Rosenberg (1996). Chen's publi-
cation, as its title suggests, is a concise
guide of 186 pages that provides basic,
straightforward information for efficient
serials management. In contrast,
Nisonger's book is not a guide, but rather
an in-depth study ofserials with an intent
"to educate rather than train" (;ori). As the
author himself suggests, his book nicely
complements Tuttle's work by providing
separate, detailed chapters on electronic
joumals, serials automation, citation analy-
sis, and collection management issues.

Nisonger has an admitted bias toward
academic libraries because they reflect his
background and concerns as an associate
professor in the School of Litrrary and Infor-
mation Science at Indiana UniversiW: how-
ever, the book is also intended for use by se-
rials managers in public, school, and special
libraries. It is written from "the perspective
of a library and information science educa-
tor rather than a library practitioner" (rcii).
Throughout his book, Nisonger consciously
and effectively strives to create a balance in
describing how serials are actually managed



versus prescribing how they ought to be
managed.

The book consists often chapters. Brief
annotations that introduce each chapter
and bold sub-topics within chapters allow
easy browsing. Many of the chapters (and
some of the sub-topics) end with a conve-
nient summary and/or conclusion. An un-
annotated bibliography complemented by
a list of further reading follows each chap-
ter, and at the end of the book, the author
provides a bibliography on serials in gen-
eral. Immediately following the introduc-
tion. common abbreviations and acro-
nyms are spelled out. This is a helpful
feature, though there is no formal glossary
that would be handy for quick and easy
reference to serials jargon. Nisonger notes
that this omission is intentional because
terms needing explanation are defined as
they appear in the text. The three useful
appendixes are annotated bibliographies
ofsources for serials statistics and ofperti-
nent serials bibliographies, and a Iist of
Web sites relevant to serials.

As is traditional with most books about
serials, the first chapter is devoted to defi-
nitions and descriptions ofdifferent types
of serials, including electronic joumals.
Chapter 2 is an interesting account of the
historical development of both print and
electronic serials. In this chapter, the au-
thor highlights the impact of serial costs
on librarybudgets. Nisonger's personal in-
terest in collection manaqement issues is
revealed by his extensiveloverage ofthe
subject in two distinct chapters. These
chapters highlight such topics as selection,
deselection, document delivery holdings
gaps, treatment of unbound issues, and
multiple copy and location decisions. He
discusses microevaluation (a title-bv-title
approach to the make-up of the collec-
tion), and macroevaluation (a look at the
collection in its entirety). Brief arguments
relating to the concept of accesi versus
ownership are presented with Nisonger's
conclusion that, in the context of collec-
tion management, a desirable solution
would be an appropriate balance between
the two.

Nisongerprefers to use the termcollec-
tion managemanf rather than colleaion de-
aelopmznt because the word rnnn&gempnt
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can be more closely associated with the
control offunds allocated to the serials col-
lection. According to the author, budgetary
concerns are more than ever a major factor
in collection management decisions'
Whereas a serials manager at one time
needed only to decide whether or not to

ment delivery services. Nisonger states
that "interest in serials collection manage-
ment has increased in recentyears because
of continuously escalating serials cost in
tandem with siagnant library budgets, the
emergence of nJv electroni'c forria*, and
an in"creased emphasis on access rather
than ownership" (53).

in collection management, citation analy-
sis assumes that a cited item must have
been used as a reference source in re-
search for an article. Examination of cita-
tion patterns helps librarians meet the re-
s""rih ,r""d, oftieir patrons. The author
explains in great detail the we of Journal
Citation Reports, published by the Insti-
tute of Scientific Information, as it re-
lates to serials collection management.
He also describes Bradfordt Law, a pat-
tern in the use and citation ofjournal arti-
cles, and its application to collection
management issues.

Unlike other recent works on serials,
Nisonger devotes an entire chapter to pe-
riodic; use studies. He delvei into lhe
puryoses of such studies and into various
methods for carrying them out. He then
describes how to tabulate the ftnal results
(cost per use) of the study and concludes
with iome facts about major periodical
use studies that have been conducted
over the years. Because ofgeneral inter-
est in this topic, questions about different
aspects of periodical use studies appear
fr6quentlytn electronic discussion [ists.
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Any serials manager considering a use
study will find this section of Nisonger's
book an invaluable aid in planning ani[im-
plementation.

Fundamental information about seri-
als processing, electronicjournals, and se-
rials automation make up the remainder
ofthe book. In the epilogue, Nisonger ex-
plores trends that may iause famihar is-
sues of serials management to change
even more in the future. He raises the
question of the future of libraries in the
context of the much broader ques-
tion-what defines a library?-andihen
proceeds to question the fuiure ofthe se-
rial in its tra&tional format. Nisonger
presents thought-provoking issues t[at
deserve consideration bv anv dedicated
serialist.

It is obvious in the vast number of notes
and references that this book is based on
complete and careful research in the cus-
tomary sources and also in non-traditional
sources, including electronic &scussion
lists, electronic journals, and the Web. The
result is awell-organized source of informa-
tion about the pait, present, and future im-
pact ofserials on libraries. But first and fore-
most, Nisonger provides an in-depth look
at current developments and available op-
tions in a rapidly changing environment for
overall management of serials. This book is
aworthy addition to the book shelves of "li-
brary practitioners whose professional du-
ties involve serials . . . as well as library and
information science teachers and research-
ers" (xviii).-S7l"i" O. Martin (ma*in@ Ii-
brary nandeibilt.e&t), Vand,eftth (Jnhter-
sity Library, N ashr:ille, TN

Yiwalizing Subject Acceet for 27at
Century Information Resourcec.
Eds. Pauline Atherton Cochrane and
Eric H. Johnson. Champaign, IL:
Graduate School of Libraryand Infor-
mation Science, Universityof Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign, 1998. Clinic on
Library Applications of Data Pro-
cessing; no.34 (1997). 176p.930 (ISBN
0-87845-103-X).
This collection ofconference papers is

an excellent resource. Aptly titled "visual-
izing" subject access, the collection is not
an attempt at a final word on the subject,

but is instead a set of works in progress,
case studies, current experiments, and
theoretical analyses of how subject con-
tent can be "seen." Included are twelve
short papers, three abstracts (two with
more complete Web sites), and opening
and closing summaries. While this work
does not saiisfy the unrealistic desire for a
single, complete solution to problems of
subject access, the individual authors
hold out the hope that many provisional
solutions and continued creative experi-
mentation will allow us to make signifi-
cant progress. The authors are both older
and younger scholars in the field and a
cross section of information theoreti-
cians, computer interface specialists, li-
brarians. librarv school facultv. and ven-
dors. While it is not possible to achieve in
print the sprergy of the conference milieu
or the ranqe of demonstration formats in-
cluded in the conference presentations,
the editors partly bridge this gap by pro-
vidingWeb addresses that extend some of
the presentations, though they fall short
of the yet unrealized multimedia elec-
tronic book in which real audio and video
might work this magic. Here are some
highltghts from the print version of the
conterence.

A key paper is "Information Analysis
in the Net: The fnterspace of the
Twenty-First Century" in which Bruce
Schatz boldly predicts that within ten
years "people will be able to solve real in-
formation problems themselves" (111),
correlating information and doing analy-
sis rather than merely searchinq. His vi-
sion is a system that diaws on sm"aller and
larger repositories, automatic as well as
human indexing, interactive vocabulary
switching, and "peer-peer not client-
server" communications (123). Schatz
uses the term "telesophy" to express a vi-
sion of the future knowledge community,
growing and connected by an integrated
conduit where the switching and technol-
ory are seamless and invisible to the aver-
age uset as in the current telephone sys-
tem. Drawing on the history of
development oirer the last ten yeais, his
own work, and current experiments in
progress, Schatz makes his predictions
seem reasonable rather than far-fetched



science fiction. His analysis provides a
backdrop for the other papers. In turn,
the other authors bolster some ofSchatz's
speculation.

Elizabeth Liddy provides insight into
the theory of natural language processing
(NLP) in an extremely interesting paper
titled "Natural Language Processing for
Information Retrieval and Knowledge
Discovery." She articulates six linguistic
levels (moryhological, lexical, syntactic,
semantic, discourse, and pragmatic) that
must be analyzed in true NLP. Her exposi-
tion of the levels conforms with linguistic
theory and her descriptions ofthe capa-
bilities of her Dr-Link, CHESS, and
Know-it system5-5hs calls them "knowl-
edge products"-is fascinating, but the
implication that these products are capa-
ble of automatic analysis at all linguistic
Ievels remains in question. At the confer-
ence she admitted some use of human in-
dexers. Other contributions to theory in-
clude a paper by Raya Fidel and Michael
Crandal on "The Role of Subject Access
in Information Filtering." This case study
shows that users choosejournal articles by
aprocess that involves additional parame-
ters beyond, yet related to, subject. The
authors suggest that these additional pa-
rameters could be designed into a system.
Bryce Allen, in "Visualization and Cogni
tive Abilities," also makes a key point: any
system for visualization of information
must be desiened in consideration of the
variety of cog;iritive abilities and user pref-
erences.

Several of the authors address vocabu-
Iary issues. In "Dimensions of Discrimin-
ability: The Role of ControlledVocabulary
in Visualizing Document Associations,"
David Dubin describes the VIBE system
that maps clusters of related concepts to
ever-finer sets of documents. Two articles
that should be read side by side, "Thesau-

ri in a Full Text World" by ]essica L.
Milstead and "Building and AccessingVo-
cabulary Resources for Networked Re-
source Discovery and Navigation" by

]oseph A. Busch, provide a theoretical
look at the future use of thesauri and a
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model system used at the Getty Institute
for mapping across interrelated vocabu-

of the Text Retrieval Conference Programs
and their evolution in the 1990s. Another ave-
nue into experimental systems is Gerry
McKieman's ""The Big Piciure (sm): Virtuil
Browsing in Web and Non-Web Databases."
McKieman's contribution to this book is not
a firll paper. Its abstract provides the URL of
his mbre complete list of experimental pr-o-
jects (at http/Avww.public.iastate.edu/
-CYBERSTACKS/DPcg7.htm).

multiple databases, persistent searches
cache-d for later re-use, drag-and-drop
navigation of multiple query spaces, and
an information obiect structure.

In sum. this is an excellent work to con-
sult for current thinhng about subject
access, about how users aiproach informa-
tion, about how best to present information,
and about what the resource landscape may
look like in the next few years. It compares

lications. Still. there is useful information

uheeler@yale.ed.u), YaIe Unir:ersity Li-
brary, Neu Harsen, CT
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In Memoriom:
Phyllis Allen Richmond

Noncy Williomson

\-ln October 6. 1997. Phvllis Allen
Richmond, internationally knolwn librar-
ian, information scientist, and educator,
died from complications of Alzheimer's
disease. She was76 years old. At the culmi-
nation of her career, she was a professor
emeritus ofCase Western Reserve Univer-
sity in Cleveland, Ohio, where she served
from 1970 to 1984 as a distinguished ex-
pert in classiftcation theory and practice.

Born in Boston and raised in Roches-
ter, New York, Phyllis Richmond has an
educational profilewith more than fifteen
years of distinguished scholarship. In
1942 she received an A.B. in history from
Western Reserve Universitv. wheie she
was elected to Phi Beta Kappa. Following
a semester as a graduate scholar at Bryn
Mawr College, she served as curator of
history at thJ Rochester Museum of Arts
and Sciences from 1943 to 1945 and again
in 1946/47. Continuing her educatioi, in
1946 she received an A.M. degree in his-
tory from the University of Pennsylvania.
In 1947/48 she was an American Council
of Learned Societies fellow at Cornell
University, ^ndin 7948/49 was a Benneft
fellow at ihe University of Pennsylvania,
where she received a Ph.D. in the history
of science. Following this, she was a re-
search assistant to thi director of the In-
stitute of the History of Medicine, Johns
Hopkins University. Then in 1952 she en-
tered the School of Library Science at
Western Reserve University, receiving an
M.S,L.S. degree in 1956, andwas elected
to Beta Phi Mu. Dr. Richmondt academic

excellence, together with her intense in-
terest in history, science, medicine, and
information science, was to have a pro-
found influence on her career as reflected
in her professional activities, her re-
search, and her writings.

Phyllis Richmond started her career as
a librarian at the University of Rochester,
where she began as a serials cataloger
(1955 to 1960), then served as supervisor
of the River Campus Science Libraries
(1961 to 1966) and as information systems
specialist (1966 to 1968). Innovation was
a factor early in her career, when she had a
strong interest in the application of com-
puter technology. While at Rochester she
was responsible for six computer-
produced title-a-line book catalogs (1960
to 1968) for the science and engineering
Iibraries and for two computer-produced
serials lists (1966 to 1968), all of which
were leading edge projects for that time.
Following a brief period in 1966, when
she was a visiting professor at the School
of Librarv Science. Western Reserve Uni-
versity, dr. Richmond moved from a ca-
reer in librarianship to library and infor-
mation science education, first at
Syracuse University in 1969 and then at
Case Western Reserve University from
1970 until her retirement in 1984.

Dr. Richmond's career as an educator
was marked bythe fact that she was an out-
standing teacher ofcataloging and classifi-
cation and guided numerous Ph.D. candi
dates through their programs. In
particular, she brought to her teaching a

NnNcv Wtt t-t,rtrtsor.r (william@fsu.utoronto.ca) is professor emerita, Graduate Studies in Infor-
mation Studies, University of Toronto.
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rare mixture of theory and practice, and
she was arguably the most outstanding
classification theorist in North America
for her time. She had the ability to present
complex topics with clarity and wit and to
instiil in h6r students an enthusiasm for
their work heretofore unknown to them.
In her role as an educator. she endeavored
to cultivate in her students an understand-
ing of classifieation and classificatory
structure as the basis for the organization
ofall knowledge and indeed all aspects of
life in general. She was a firm believer in
the fact that "some kind of classification is
inherent in everything we do" (Richmond
1977, 108). An early supporter ofinterdis-
ciplinary study, she encouraged students
to thinli, to analyze and com.-pare, and to
seek logical solutions to problems. For
teachin; purposes, she frlquently drew
analogies between library classification
and tlie rest ofthe world, inviting compari-
sons between scientiffc subiects and cata-
loging and classi{ication. For example, she
once posed the following problem for one
of her Ph.D. students: "There are many
kinds of medicine based on different theo-
retical foundations: regular, homeopathic,
allopathic, osteopathic, naturopathic,
chiropractic, etc. AII practicing medicir,re
uses ihe same materia medica (i.e., if li-
censed by a state they can write prescrip-
tions for drugs). What are the equivalents
in classification and cataloging?"

As a library and information science
educator. Phvllis Richmond also took an
active part in professional associations,
most particularly in At A and the Ameri-
can SocieW of Information Science
(ASIS). In ALA, she was an inveterate
participant in ALCTS, bringing to them
her interest in practice and her knowl-
edge and expertise in research and library
and information science education. She
served as chair of the CCS Classification
Committee, member of the CCS Policy
and Research Committee, member of the
CCS Executive Committee. secretary of
the Serials Section. and chair of the'Es-
ther ]. Piercy Award Committee. For
many years, among her many commit-
ments was her work as assistant editor of
LR?S, where she refereed many papers
and encouraged many aspiring research-

ers. She was also very generous with her
time and effort in contributions to
ALCTS programs, workshops, andclassi-
fication institutes. An active member ol
ASIS, Dr. Richmond was one of the
American pioneers in documentation and
information science, servinq as the first
chair of its Classification REsearch Spe-
cial Interest Group (ASIS SIG/CR). In-
deed her expertise and reputation took
her bevond ihese wo bodGs to serye as
-"-b6r of two subcommittees of the
Committee 239 of the American National
Standards Institute, as consultant on vari-
ous information science proiects at the
American Institute of Phyiicj, and on the
Bibliographic Control of Microforms
Proiecl ofthe Association ofResearch Li-
braiies.

Dr. Richmond was also highlY re-
garded internationally in the field ofclas-
Jification theory. She was a corresponding
member of the British Classification Re-
search Group (CRG), which strongly in-
fluenced hei involvement in the forma-
tion of a Classification Study Research
Group (CSRG) in the United'States. She
also presented papers at major interna-
tional conferences, among which were
the FID/CR International Study Confer-
ences on Classification Research. In this
context, she participated at the second
study conference in Elsinore, Denmark,
in 1061 and prepared apaper for the third
conference, whichwas presented in Bom-
bay, India, in 1975. Although the CSRG
did not have a long life, its aihs and objec-
tives are somewhit embodied in the activ-
ities of the ASIS SIG/CR and may be re-
garded as an important Part of Phyllis
Richmond's legacy to classification re-
search.

She always had fresh approaches to her
subject, and a number of her writings and
prelentations are unique in this regard.
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For example, her article on "Cats: An Ex-
ample of Concealed Classification in Sub-

Dewey's Classification. Mr. Cutter's Cat-
alog aiid Dr. Hitchcock's Chickens" pre-
sented at the 1976 ALA/RTSD meeting as
a part of the centennial of ALA, Deiey
Decirnal Classification, and Cutter's
Rules for a Diaionary Catalog, provided
much food for thought for hei audience.
The paper drew on tle study ofdinosaurs
to illustrate the importance ofresearch as
"an activity that constantly reinterprets
the past as well as the present" (Rich-
mond 1977, 108) in the ilevelopment of
the principles that should undlrlie the
work that catalogers and classifiers do in
practice. It is an article that, more than
twenty years later, still has much to say to
library and information science. Always
lookinq to the future in her research and
teaching, Dr. Richmond was a staunch
supporter of modern methods of classifi-
cation. In particular, she had become the
North American expert on faceted classi-
fication and the work of S. R.
Ranganathan and the CRG. As a basis for

cation systems led her to an investigation
of the PRECIS system, a product of the
work of the CRG, and resufted in hervery
lucid and useful Introduction to PRECIS
for North American Usage.

For her energy, her scholarship, and

her intellect, Phyllis Richmond received
numerous awards of distinction that were
justly deserved. In addition to her scho-
lastic awards, she was honored profes-
sionally. In 1968, the American Docu-
mentation Institute (predecessor of
ASIS) awarded her its Technical Service
Award, and in 1972 she was the first
woman to receive the ASIS Award of
Merit for her contribution to the under-
standing ofthe theory and practice ofsub-
ject analysis, in general, and classification
in particular. Then, in 1977, she was hon-
ored with ALA/RTSD/CCS's highest
award-the Margaret Mann citation"as an
outstanding individual in the fields ofcat-
aloging and classification, as a writer,
scholar, practitioner, teacher and con-
tributor of common sense and wisdom.

Indeed, during her lifetime, Dr. Phyllis
Allen Richmond made an outstanding con-
tribution to the development of theory and
Dractice of classiffcation-a contribution
Ln *hich her successors have been able to
build and expand. She was exceptional for
her time and has left a lasting legary that
should not be forgotten. In dl ofthis, Phyl-
lis was a quiet unissuming person who en-
joyed life through her many friends, col-
leagues and students, her beloved cats, and
her ham radio. She is greatly missed both
personally and professionally. Hers was an
act that will not be easy to follow.
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